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ABSTRACT
This study presents two closely-related solutions to autonomous vehicle control problems in
highway driving scenario using game theory and model predictive control.
We first develop a game theoretic four-stage model predictive controller (GT4SMPC). The
controller is responsible for both longitudinal and lateral movements of Subject Vehicle (SV) . It
includes a Stackelberg game as a high level controller and a model predictive controller (MPC) as
a low level one.
Specifically, GT4SMPC constantly establishes and solves games corresponding to multiple
gaps in front of multiple-candidate vehicles (GCV) when SV is interacting with them by signaling
a lane change intention through turning light or by a small lateral movement. SV’s payoff is the
negative of the MPC’s cost function , which ensures strong connection between the game and that
the solution of the game is more likely to be achieved by a hybrid MPC (HMPC). GCV’s payoff
is a linear combination of the speed payoff, headway payoff and acceleration payoff. . We use
decreasing acceleration model to generate our prediction of TV’s future motion, which is utilized
in both defining TV’s payoffs over the prediction horizon in the game and as the reference of the
MPC. Solving the games gives the optimal gap and the target vehicle (TV). In the low level , the
lane change process are divided into four stages: traveling in the current lane, leaving current lane,
crossing lane marking, traveling in the target lane. The division identifies the time that SV should
intiate actual lateral movement for the lateral controller and specifies the constraints HMPC should
deal at each step of the MPC prediction horizon. Then the four-stage HMPC controls SV’s actual
longitudinal motion and execute the lane change at the right moment.
Simulations showed the GT4SMPC is able to intelligently drive SV into the selected gap and
accomplish both discretionary land change (DLC) and mandatory lane change (MLC) in a dynamic
situation. Human-in-the-loop driving simulation indicated that GT4SMPC can decently control the
SV to complete lane changes with the presence of human drivers.
Second, we propose a differential game theoretic model predictive controller (DGTMPC) to
ii
address the drawbacks of GT4SMPC. In GT4SMPC, the games are defined as table game, which
indicates each players only have limited amount of choices for a specific game and such choice
remain fixed during the prediction horizon. In addition, we assume a known model for traffic
vehicles but in reality drivers’ preference is partly unknown. In order to allow the TV to make
multiple decisions within the prediction horizon and to measure TV’s driving style on-line, we
propose a differential game theoretic model predictive controller (DGTMPC).
The high level of the hierarchical DGTMPC is the two-player differential lane-change Stack-
elberg game. We assume each players uses a MPC to control its motion and the optimal solution
of leaders’s MPC depends on the solution of the follower. Therefore, we converts this differential
game problem into a bi-level optimization problem and solves the problem with the branch and
bound algorithm. Besides the game, we propose an inverse model predictive control algorithm
(IMPC) to estimate the MPC weights of other drivers on-line based on surrounding vehicle’s real-
time behavior, assuming they are controlled by MPC as well. The estimation results contribute to
a more appropriate solution to the game against driver of specific type. The solution of the algo-
rithm indicates the future motion of the TV, which can be used as the reference for the low level
controller. The low level HMPC controls both the longitudinal motion of SV and his real-time
lane decision. Simulations showed that the DGTMPC can well identify the weights traffic vehi-
cles’ MPC cost function and behave intelligently during the interaction. Comparison with level-k
controller indicates DGTMPC’s Superior performance.
iii
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
ACC Adaptive cruise control
AV Autonomous vehicle
CV Candidate vehicle
DGTMPC Differential game theoretic model mredictive control
DLC Discretionary lane change
DV Dummy vehicle
HV Human vehicle
IDM Intelligent driver model
GCV Game theoretic candidate vehicle
GT Game theory
GT4SMPC Game theoretic four-stage model predictive control
IDM Intelligent driver model
IMPC Inverse model predictive control
LDAGTC Linear-decreasing-acceleration-model-based controller
LHS Left hand side
MIQP Mixed integer quadratic programming
MLC Mandatory lane change
MPC Model predictive control
RHS Right hand side
POLC Post-lane-change
PRLC Pre-lane-change
vi
PV Preceding vehcle
QP Quadratic programming
SRV Surrounding vehicle
SV Subject vehicle
TV Target vehicle
V2V Vehicle to vehicle
Symbols
a Player’s strategy/action in the Game
A Strategy Set
G Constraint
J MPC cost function
k MPC step index
kacc Coefficient of acceleration payoff
ksf Coefficient of safety payoff
ksp Coefficient of space payoff
n Discrete time index of prediction horizon
N MPC prediction horizon
N ′ The last step of traveling in the current lane in the MPC pre-
diction horizon
p Longitudinal position
Qv Weight velocity term in MPC cost function
QvN Weight of terminal velocity term in MPC cost function
Qx Weight of position term in MPC cost function
Ru Weight of acceleration term in MPC cost function
RH Weight of slack variable term in MPC cost function
vii
t Continuous time index
Ts Sampling time
u Acceleration
u+IDM Maximum acceleration in IDM model
u−IDM Maximum deceleration in IDM model
Usf Safety payoff
Usp Space payoff
U Payoff
v Longitudinal velocity
w MPC weight vector
x Vehicle states
β Aggressiveness
βl Aggressiveness lower bound
βu Aggressiveness upper bound
∆umax Maximum jerk
∆umin Minimum jerk
λ Margin variable
Note: Sometime, a variable is given with a subscript of a certain type of vehicle (like "SV"). Such
subscript indicates the belonging of this variable.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Background and Objectives
The fact that governments, vehicle manufacturers and IT companies are spending billions of
dollars in research and experiment of autonomous vehicles (AV) indicated AV has been considered
a promising technology. The reason is that AV could bring multiple potential improvements to our
society, including increased traffic safety, better environment, reduced utilization of manpower and
so forth [1].
However, besides the advantages AV has, there remain some challenges we have to face. One
of them is AV-human-driver interaction. As more AVs hit roads, we will soon face blended traffic
situations that contain both autonomous, semi-autonomous and human-driven vehicles. Although
safety is always of the top priority, a conservative setup in such a situation could lead to a some
issues. First, the behavior of an excessively conservative vehicle might look weird from a human
driver’s perspective. Second, in a blended traffic of both human driver and self-driving cars, human
drivers would finally realize the overly-cautious characteristic of such an autonomous car and bully
the car for more advantages during the interaction. Therefore, to smoothen the adaptation process,
researchers must not only emphasize safety, but should also ensure that self-driving vehicles act in
a human-like manner so as to behave consistently with ordinary driving norms [2, 3, 4].
Therefore, this study will proposed a category of AV motion controllers that can address the
above issue in highway driving situation.
The controller will consist of two layers. The high level controller that makes strategic deci-
sions and the low level control that controls the AV’s specific movements.
Based on kinematic information of both surrounding vehicles (SRV) and subject vehicle (SV),
the high level controller should be able to make balanced decisions that consider both SV’s safety
and driving advantage. Such decisions should be reasonable enough to be made by human drivers.
This also indicates that a human-like decision should also includes advanced tasks like overtaking
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or MLC, which would require that the high level decision maker should also consider the coordi-
nation between longitudinal and lateral movement. In addition, such decision should consider the
interaction between human driver and AV. In other words, the high level controller should be able
to think from human drivers’ perspective and make movements based on their possible strategies.
The low level controller controls the longitudinal motion and lane change. Besides the ability
to achieve the decision made by high level controller, the low level controller should also ensure a
collision-free path.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Autonomous Vehicle Decision and Control
We do a thorough literature review on AV decision making and control technique in this section.
The control approaches are divided into three categories in the following text: Separate control,
coordinated control and planning-type approaches.
Separate control means controlling the longitudinal motion and lateral motion of the vehicle
separately. Coordinated control indicates a certain level of cooperation between the lateral and lon-
gitudinal motion. Therefore, the vehicle may perform more complicated behavior like overtaking
by acceleration. Path planning approaches plans AV’s future path in advance, and a controller is
responsible for tracking such path.
1.2.1.1 Longitudinal Control
In terms of longitudinal motion, there are several widely-used models. The General Motors
model (or the GHR model) is proposed by Denos C. Gazis, et al. [5]. It was named after GM
because it was estimated using data collected on GM test track. The collision avoidance model
developed by Gipps is another famous model[6]. The advantage of this model is that it ensures a
safety distance between the subject car and the front car, which the GM model fails to consider.
Optimal velocity model [7], different from the previous two, is a dynamic model that suggests the
car’s acceleration is proportional to its optimal speed and actual speed. The next widely-used car
following model is the Intelligent Driver Model [8], which define the acceleration as a function of
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velocity , net distance gap and the velocity difference in a way different from GM model.
Many other searchers are working on expanding the above model from single-regime to multi-
ple ones. Ahmed considered the following two regimes for his acceleration model in [9]: free-flow
regime and car-following regime. He also proposed a good way to evaluate parameters in his model
according to real traffic data. Yang also considered emergency regime in MITSIM they established
[10]. In [11], the paper includes three more regimes. ACC is another widely-studied driver assis-
tance technique [12, 13] and many variants have been raised like Multi-Objective ACC[14, 15],
Model Predictive ACC [16, 14], cooperative ACC [17, 18] etc.
Many other mature control methods has also been used for vehicle longitudinal control. Nou-
veliere proposed a second-order sliding mode control scheme [19]. In [20, 21], Lyapunov direct
methods are used for either linear model or nonlinear one.
1.2.1.2 Lateral Decision and Control
Different from vehicle’s longitudinal motion, vehicle’s lateral motion is sometimes considered
discrete in terms of lanes. Thus researches either consider lane change process as a “decision” by
ignoring the specific lateral movement or use models like “bicycle” model to control the vehicle’s
lateral position continuously. Lateral control discussed in this section is only limited to steering
control for regular lane change.
Rule-based lane change decision are widely accepted in papers especially those about micro-
scopic traffic due to the large amount of vehicles in the simulation models. Lane change rule is
generally based on gap acceptance in consideration of vehicles’ positions, velocities and accelera-
tions.
A common way of designing rules is to categorize lane change into several types according
to the urgency of lane change due to the fact that lane changes are usually classified into differ-
ent types. Gipps and Hidas categorize lane changing into three types: “Essential” , “Desirable”
and “Unnecessary” according to vehicle’s position to the end of the lane [22, 23]. Ahmed in his
dissertation classifies lane change into MLC and DLC according to the purpose of lane change
and includes a probabilistic framework before triggering the corresponding rule for each type [9].
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The lane change behaviors in SUMO [24] are divided into three types. Strategic (mandatory) lane
change, cooperative lane change and tactical (discretionary) lane change, which is a compound of
predecessor’s work. In [25] the same longitudinal controller is used while MLC and DLC are dis-
tinguished by critical gap acceptance analysis. References [26] and [27] all proposed their own way
of integrating MLC and DLC in a microscopic traffic study. The former paper, in particular, pro-
posed a vehicle automation and communication system, which controls the longitudinal motion as
well as the lateral motion of all the individual vehicles in the system in order to achieve maximum
traffic efficiency. A lane-change model that is compatible with a number of car-following models
is illustrated in [28]. This lane change rule is also based on standard gap acceptance models. Other
researchers consider categorization of lane change in a different way.
Besides gap acceptance, other researchers have set up the problem in a cooperative framework.
Kesting thought of modelling lane change behavior in a cooperative way [28]. The rule aims to
minimize braking of both the subject car and other vehicles induced by subject car’s lane change. In
[29] and [30], the authors assumed that two vehicles use Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication
to complete the merging behavior cooperatively. Van Arem et al. [31] and Xu et al. [32] used
cooperative adaptive cruise control along with V2V technology to achieve collaborative highway
merging.
Researchers have also aimed to design controllers that target the precise control of one vehicle
in a specific situation. These approaches usually control the steering wheel to track a reference
obtained from certain path planners. Schildbach and Borrelli propose an MPC that can plan lane-
change behaviors while taking into account the behavior of surrounding vehicles in [33]. In[34],
[35] and [36], researchers presented several diversified optimal feedback controllers for vehicle’s
steering wheel task. Other well-known methods include PID [37], fuzzy control [38] etc.
Intuitively safety plays a more important role in an MLC scenario as compared to DLC because
there is limited time to make a decision before crashing into an obstacle or reaching the end of a
merging area. The decision could be difficult if there are competing vehicles in the target lane.
This requires that one simultaneously evaluate the possibility of entering any one of multiple gaps
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instead of considering them sequentially, i.e., one at a time. Thus, designing an autonomous driving
system that is capable of handling an MLC scenario effectively requires the balance of factors
associated with safety and driving advantages, for example, driver’s desire for speed, headway or
ideal lane, etc.
Despite many research results on lane changing, some points have been less adequately ad-
dressed. Lane change is coordination between vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral control, thus lon-
gitudinal controllers should serve to create a better lane-change opportunity. A Moreover, V2V
technology is yet to be used in practice and competing vehicles in reality are not always cooper-
ative. Therefore, cooperative control scheme needs to be fully validated under a non-cooperative
scenario. In addition, human drivers (based on whose behavior lane change strategies are mod-
elled) can actually consider several gaps in their adjacent lane(s) at the same time and choose one
that typically optimizes safety and driving advantage. In other words, considering the human driver
as a reference is likely of value in this context.
1.2.1.3 Coordinated Control
Generally approaches of coordinated control evaluates longitudinal and lateral motion in the
same framework. Utility function is defined as a criterion to represent each decision’s advantage
to AV.
Belleman introduced Markov Decision Process(MDP) to model systems that are not only con-
trollable but also stochastic [39]. In MDP, the evolution of the system does not purely depends on
transition probability but also on action. Brechtel et al. developed a discrete MDP model whose
action space includes both longitudinal acceleration and lateral velocities for lane change and col-
lision avoidance [40]. Coskun et al. proposed a fuzzy MDP model for mandatory lane change
which allows AV to adjust its longitudinal velocity to fit the velocity of the main traffic stream
while executing the MLC [41]. Li et al. illustrate a controller that integrates MPD and game
theory. Counting in the interaction between vehicles and model uncertainty, the controller is able
evaluate totally seven actions in both longitudinal and lateral direction[42].
Game theory is another promising method of decision making for autonomous vehicle in this
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category. It can not only predict surrounding vehicle’s behavior by considering their reaction to
the subject vehicle, but also flexibly set up the game as needed, which means lateral movement,
longitudinal movement or complicated movement can be considered simultaneously under the
same criterion and coordination of longitudinal and lateral motion can be easily achieved. The
detailed literature review of game theory is given in Section 1.2.2.
Hybrid system is an adequate method for modeling traffic because drivers intuitively consider
lane selection as the discrete state and longitudinal position as continuous state [43, 44, 45]. Such
feature enables researchers to consider different constraints or continuous dynamics that may be
applicable in each discrete state.
1.2.1.4 Path Planning Approaches
Planning-type approaches generally includes two steps. Generating the path and tracking the
path. The first step sets up a specific near-future path for the vehicle and the second step is con-
trolling the vehicle to track the path. Usually these approaches’ contribution is in the first step
while the second step can be achieved by well-known control techniques like PID, sliding mode,
h-infinity and so forth.
Many popular path planning algorithms and their variant, like A*, D* [46, 47] are based on
the cell decomposition algorithm. These methods decompose the environment into cells and the
planner computes explicit robot motions within each cell. With several years evolvement, some
variant of the above algorithms have been proposed. [48] described hybrid A* algorithm, which
was validated in the DARPA Urban Challenge. The algorithm first obtain a kinematically feasible
trajectory phase then improves the solution via numeric non-linear optimization.
Another category is sampling based approaches like probability Road Map (PRM) [49] and
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) [50]. These approaches construct a set of collision-free tra-
jectories at high efficiency due to its probabilistic feature. In Aoude’s papers, the author raised a
new algorithm called RR-GP, which is a combination of RRT and Gaussian Process (GP). GP is
responsible for obstacle movement prediction and RRT is responsible for feasible path generation.
[51, 52] proposed an improved RRT and showed its application to the 2007 DARPA challenge. [53]
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presented a new algorithm called Rapidly exploring Random Graph (RRG), and showed that the
cost of the best path in the RRG converges to the optimum. [54] developed a game theoretic path
planning method based on RRG for multi-robot motion planning problem. In [55, 56, 57], authors
illustrated a sampling-based path planning algorithm called B-spline curves. Smooth-primitive
constrained-optimization-based path-tracking algorithm.
Potential field method [58] assumes that robots moves in a field of forces. The position to
be reached is an attractive pole and obstacles are repulsive surfaces. The control effort can then
be easily obtained by summing up the attraction and repulsion. Gradient descending or Newton
method are often used to find the optimal waypoint in the field [59].
The dynamics window approach [60, 61] forms the search space of trajectory by considering
the dynamics of robots, specifically, the reachable velocities in a time scope.
State lattice [62, 63, 64] samples the state space regularly to generate the path, while taking
into account the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the robot. [65, 66] showed their improved
work so that the method can be used in more complicated environments with a frequently-varying
dominant direction like urban areas. [67] applied the resolution-equivalent grid method to state
lattice to solving the coupling between state variables induced by dynamic constraints at high
speed.
1.2.1.5 End to End Control
Artificial neural networks can be considered an end to end control approach that is totally
different from other. As long as enough training data is give, the networks can function as a
controller that mimics the objects which we get the training data from. [68] proposed a deep-
neural-network-based autonomous driving scheme. The system was trained in-real time with the
training data generated from internal simulators and can intelligently estimate future behavior of
surrounding vehicles. [69] demonstrated an autonomous driving system using NVIDIA Drive PX.
Instead of decomposing problem into a series of tasks like lane marking detection, path planning,
and control, their end-to-end system optimizes all processing steps simultaneously. The system
was trained with driver’s activity data including lane keeping, lane change and so forth. IT showed
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the trained network is able to finish a 10 mile driving task with little help from driver.
1.2.2 Game Theory
Game theory is the formal study of conflict and cooperation between rational agents. It provides
researchers a mathematical language to model and to analyze scenarios where there exist strategic
interactions.
Game theory has been applied in various ways to study the effects of policy, decisions, and
the actions of individual agents in a transportation system. These studies can be broadly classified
into two categories: infrastructural regulation studies (traffic control problem) and agent-oriented
studies (vehicle placement or route decisions). In the first category, researchers have employed
game theory in relation to dynamic traffic control or assignment problems. For instance, Chen and
Ben-Akiva [70] adopted a non-cooperative game model to study the interaction between a traffic
regulation system and traffic flow to optimally regulate the flow on a highway or an intersection
while Zheng-Long and De-Wang [71] addressed the ramp-metering problem via Stackelberg game
theory. Su et al. [72] have also used game theory to simulate the evolution of a traffic network.
In the second category, vehicles are regarded as game participants and traffic rules are generally
considered to be implicit in the respective decision models [73, 74, 75]. In this context Kita [76] has
worked to address the merging-giveaway interaction between a through car and a merging car as a
two-person non-zero-sum game. This approach can be regarded as a game theoretic interpretation
of Hidas’ driver courtesy scheme [77] from the viewpoint that the vehicles share the payoffs or
heuristics of the lane-changing process. This leads to a reasonable traffic model although the
approach does not address the uncertainties resulting from the actions of other drivers. In recent
studies, Talebpour et al. [78, 79] have considered the notion of incomplete information as part
of the game formulation process and have developed a model that in certain respects addresses
the aforementioned concern. Likewise, Altendorf and Flemisch flow [80] have developed a game
theoretic model that addresses the issue of risk-taking by drivers and its impact on the traffic flow.
Their study focuses on the cognitive aspects of this decision making process and its impact on
traffic safety. Likewise, M. Wang, et al. [81] have used a differential game based controller to
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control a given vehicle’s car-following and lane-changing behavior while in [82], the authors have
applied an Iterative Snow-Drift (ISD) game on cross-a-crossing scenario. In [83], Stackelberg
game theory was used solve conflicts in shared space zones while in [84] the authors compared
heavy vehicle and passenger car lane-changing maneuvers on arterial roads and freeways. Elvik
[85] offers a rather complete review of related works in this area, albeit up to 2014. Meng et
al. [86] integrate the idea of receding horizon of MPC with game theory and proposed a game
theoretic solution to dynamic lane change situations with incomplete information.
As is shown above, diversified types of games have been applied to transpiration research. The
most common one is modeling driver’s lane change or merging behavior via a non-cooperative
simultaneous game and a pure Nash equilibrium [87, 88]. Others have considered mixed strategy
Nash solutions for similar game theory schemes [89, 90, 91]. Recently, advanced game types such
as grey game [92], incomplete information game [80, 93] and Stackelberg game [94, 95, 96, 97] are
introduced. Differential games are games that concerns control of dynamic systems. One group
of researchers proposed several differential-game-based vehicle control frameworks in [98, 81],
from non-cooperative to cooperative approaches. Differential games are also increasingly used in
related fields such as vehicle/robot formation control [99, 100].
1.2.3 Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) is a widely-used control technique. The most important char-
acteristic of MPC is its ability to determine a sequence of control inputs for the model over predic-
tion horizon given the cost function and constraints. However, only the first input of the sequence is
applied to the model. The optimization problem is solved periodically using the latest information
and the horizon recedes as time goes so MPC is also called receding horizon control [101].
Many researchers have employed MPC to endow autonomous vehicles prediction capability.
MPC predicts the future behavior of a system over a finite time horizon and compute a sequence
of optimal control inputs that minimizes a cost function, while ensuring satisfaction of given con-
straints. Gao et al. proposed a nonlinear MPC, the cost function of which considers the distance
of the subject vehicle to the obstacle so that MPC is able to generate and follow a collision-free
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path[102]. In [103], Rosolia et al. proposed a non-convex MPC for autonomous vehicle, where the
non-convexity lies in non-convex constraint of the MPC. To avoid the non-convexity, some people
set up their models such that MPC controls only the longitudinal motion[104]. Others employed
hybrid MPC by defining the lanes as the discrete state and longitudinal motion as continuous state,
so that different constraints or continuous dynamics may be applied[44, 45].
Attempts of combining GT and MPC have been made in some papers. Na et al. proposed a
linear quadratic game-based MPC for the control of active front steering system [105, 106]. Yoo
et al. raised a collision avoidance technique where model predictive controller controls the vehicle
to avoid the unsafe zone generated by the NE [90]. Distributed MPC is another topic on this
specific cross-subject field [107, 108]. Despite some literature on this topic, little can be found in
combining a non-cooperative game and MPC in a hierarchical way.
1.2.4 Driver Aggressiveness and Estimation
Human drivers’ strategies are largely dependent on their driving style. To accurately predict
human drivers’ future behavior, an autonomous driving system should take into account other vehi-
cles’ aggressiveness. However, there are mainly two challenges to achieving this. For one, there is
no widely accepted definition for aggressive driving. Most published papers define this notation by
driver’s self-evaluation in questionnaires [116, 117] or rely on observation of aggressive behaviors
in field studies [118, 119]. For another thing, if vehicles are not connected, real-time estimation
is almost the only way to identify a driver’s aggressiveness, but few published works exist on this
subject.
Previous studies on aggressiveness estimation are almost always conducted offline and are
based on field observation or questionnaires[120, 121, 122, 123]. These researches mainly study
aggressiveness by considering frequency of aggressive behaviors, including honking a horn, tail-
gating, swearing, forcing, etc., and statistically relate them to drivers’ features, like age or gender,
statistically. However, these methods are difficult to use with an autonomous driving system for
such data can generally only be collected and processed offline.
Another category of papers studies driver aggression’s influence in a simulation environment.
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Drivers’ aggression are often divided into two or three types (conservative, neutral and aggressive)
and each type of drivers has quantitatively distinct driving style. For instance, aggressive drivers
prefer higher desired speed [124], larger acceleration, smaller following distance [125] when per-
forming car following and larger weight on payoff and smaller weight on collision risk [95] when
doing lane change. These papers usually suggest a statistic distribution of these types of drivers on
the road and check their influence on the traffic.
In spite of a certain amount of research regarding driving aggressiveness, no published works
have proposed a viable approach of estimating their quantity on-line.
1.3 Game Theory Basics
Game theory was systematically established by von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern in 1944
[126]. Then John Nash introduced the famous Nash equilibrium in noncooperative game theory,
at which none of the players can deviate from his own strategy and gain better payoff [127]. From
then on, game theory has been applied to numerous fields including economic theory, engineering,
sociology, psychology and so forth.
Game is the object of game theory and is a formal mathematical model of an interactive situa-
tion. Generally, a game consists of the following elements:
• Player. Players are agents that are involved in the interaction
• Sequence. Sequence is the order that agents play their strategy
• Strategies. Strategies are actions a player can take
• Payoff. Payoff is the reward that a player can gain after every player plays his or her strategy
• Level of cooperation. A game is either cooperative or non-cooperative. In cooperative game,
players are optimizing the sum of their payoff. In non-cooperative one, each player is maxi-
mizing their own payoff.
• Information Completeness. If any parameter in the payoff of any player is a probability
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distribution, then information is incomplete. Then the players are trying to maximize the
expected payoff.
• Equilibrium. Equilibrium is a pair of strategies (in order sometimes) that satisfies a set
of predefined rules. Equilibria are not necessarily the Pareto optimal, but they generally
reflect real human’s decision logic. There are many kinds of equilibria. Nash equilibrium,
Stackelberg equilibrium, Correlated equilibrium, Sequential equilibrium and so on. They
have different definitions and thus fit different kinds of interactions.
Stackelberg game was raised by Heinrich Freiherr von Stackelberg in 1943 [128]. The solution
of a Stackelberg game is called Stackelberg equilibrium. Stackelberg game is a two-player sequen-
tial game played by a leader and a follower. Here we refer to the leader as “him” and the follower
as “her”. The leader first commits his strategy and the follower observes the leader’s strategy and
responds with her own strategy. Each player is trying to maximize his/her own payoff. The leader
in Stackelberg games is endowed the power of predicting follower’s strategy given his own.
The definition of Stackelberg Equilibrium is formally given in (1.1) to (1.2), where L stands
for leader, F stands for follower, aL and aF are leader’s and follower’s strategies, a∗L and a
∗
F are
leader’s and follower’s optimal strategies, AL, AF are leader’s and follower’s strategy spaces, a∗L
is follower’s optimal strategy set, UL and UF are leader’s and follower’s payoffs.
a∗L = argmax
aL∈AL
(
min
aF∈A∗F
UL(aL, aL)
)
(1.1)
A∗F (aL) , {a∗F ∈ AF : UF (aL, a∗F ) ≥ UF (aL, aF ),∀aF ∈ AF} (1.2)
For games of small scale in this paper, Stackelberg equilibrium can be found using exhaustive
search, i.e., checking all possible joint strategies one by one.
1.4 Miscellaneous
This section includes some notes that helps readers better understand the main contents of the
thesis.
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1.4.1 Vehicle Naming
In this section we explain the naming of all the vehicles that appear in the thesis.
Figure 1.1: Vehicle naming
Fig.1.1 describes a classic highway driving situation. In the figure, the blue vehicle is the vehi-
cle we control and we call it subject vehicle (SV). All the orange vehicles are called surrounding
vehicles (SRV).
Intuitively, the control of SV only needs to consider a limited surrounding area to make deci-
sion, so we define a candidate vehicle scope for SV as a blue transparent area with green outline
in Fig.1.1. The lateral range of the perception scope involves two adjacent lanes and SV’s current
lane. All the SRVs in the scope are named game theoretic candidate vehicles (GCV). GCV is a
candidate because SV considers entering the gap in front of GCV. For explanation purpose, we call
the vehicle that is in front of a certain GCV preceding vehicle of that GCV (PV). The naming of
GCV indicates that SV could interact with GCVs through games. Of all the GCVs, SV will finally
choose at most one GCV as the target. And we call it target vehicle (TV). And the gap in front of
TV is target gap. The relationship between each different types of SRVs are shown in Fig. 1.2.
As a routine in game theory, we call SV ’he’ and call SRV/GCV/TV ’she’ for the convenience
of explanation.
According to our definition, obviously, a TV is a GCV and a GCV is an SRV, so in the following
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text, the same variables with subscript of “SRV”, “GCV” and “TV” share the same definition. We
will use one of the three subscripts that best fits the role of that vehicle in that situation.
SRV
GCV
TV
Figure 1.2: Relationships between vehicle names.
1.4.2 Vehicle Kinematic Model
The simple kinematic model in this section is used throughout the whole dissertation.
The longitudinal kinematic model of SV is given as (1.3).
 p˙SV (t)
v˙SV (t)
 =
 1 0
0 1

 pSV (t)
vSV (t)
+
 0
1
uSV (t) (1.3)
where pSV , vSV and uSV are the longitudinal position, velocity and acceleration of SV respectively.
For implementation in a simulation environment, we follow the the Euler method[129]. We
introduce (1.4) to discretize the continuous state space.
pSV (k) ≈ (pSV (t+ Ts)− pSV (t))/Ts (1.4)
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where Ts is the sampling time.
Combining (1.4) and (1.3) gives us gives the discrete state-space form of SV’s kinematic model
as (1.5).  pSV (k + 1)
vSV (k + 1)
 =
 1 Ts
0 1

 pSV (k)
vSV (k)
+
 0
Ts
uSV (k) (1.5)
where k is the discrete time index.
For lateral movement of SV we simply assume the lane of SV is the discrete state for vehicle’s
lateral movement. There is no continuous lateral motion.
For SRVs, we assume they have the exact same longitudinal and lateral model as SV.
1.4.3 Controllers of SV and SRV
In the model, there are two types of controllers: SV’s controller and SRV’s controller. SV
always uses GTMPC. The controllers of SRV are different in each chapter and will be described at
the beginning of each simulation section. The common feature of those SRV’s controllers in each
chapter is that they can respond to SV’s strategy from a game theoretic approach.
1.5 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation will include two pieces of works.
Chapter 2 is about a game theoretic four-stage MPC (GT4SMPC). The chapter is organized
as follows. In Section 2.1, the Stackelberg lane change game is clearly defined. In section 2.2,
GT4SMPC is introduced. In Section 2.3, the platform is explained and simulations are given. In
Section 2.4, conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 3 is about the DGTMPC. In Section 3.1 the structure of DGTMPC is introduced. In
Section 3.3 the model of lane change differential game is explained. In Section 3.2, the process of
using branch and bound algorithm to solve the Stackelberg differential game is shown. In Section
3.5, the IMPC algorithm is given and described. In Section 3.6, the controller is validated in
simulation environment. In Section 3.7, conclusions are drawn.
In Chapter 4, we summarize the whole dissertation, discusses about the potential application
15
of the work and future improvements.
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2. GAME THEORETIC FOUR-STAGE MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In this chapter we proposed a game theoretic four-stage model predictive controller (GT4SMPC)
for highway driving. The GT4SMPC has a two-layer structure. The high-level controller of
GT4SMPC is a game theoretic decision model and the low-level controller is a model predic-
tive controller (MPC). The high-level controller is responsible for decision making of surrounding
vehicle (SRV). MPC in the lower level controller controls SV’s longitudinal motion and SV’s lane
decision.
To make intelligent decisions on the highway, GT4SMPC constantly establishes and solves
Stackelberg games corresponding to multiple game candidate vehicles (GCV). Such interaction is
initiated by SV’s signaling a lane change intention through turning light or a small lateral move-
ment. By selecting one target vehicle (TV) among multiple GCVs based on SV’s payoffs indicated
by the Stackelberg equilibrium of the games, GT4SMPC is able to enter the gap in front of the TV.
Satisfactory simulations results showed that the GT4SMPC can achieve intelligent highway
driving in simulated dynamic traffic. To further validate the effectiveness GT4SMPC we also
conducted a series of human-in-the-loop driving simulations. The experiment results showed the
proposed GT4SMPC is able to interact with human driver intelligently.
The schematic diagram of GT4SMPC is given in Fig.2.1.
The high-level controller is where all the games are established. It chooses the closest several
vehicles in the game scope defined in Fig. 2.2 as GCVs. Then for each GCV, a game is established
and solved to determine the optimal payoff of SV if SV choose to interact with that GCV. A
simplified version of the low level MPC is used to generate SV’s payoff in the game given GCV’s
strategy. We also define a payoff function for GCV based on its current headway and its desired
speed, which is a function of both players’ strategies as well. Knowing all the payoffs of each
strategy pair enables us to compute the solution of each game. Comparing the results of each game
gives the optimal GCV for SV to interact with, i.e., TV, along with the target gap, both of which
are fed to the low-level controller.
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The low level controller is a four-stage hybrid model predictive controller, whose name comes
from the four stages of the lane change process we define in this paper. Given the signals of
the high-level controller, the low-level one is able to drive the vehicle to the desired position and
initiate the lane change at the best moment.
Game1
(With a 
GCV)
GCV strategy
SV
strategy SV and GCV Payoff
Equilibrium
• SV optimal Strategy
• SV optimal Payoffs
• GCV optimal Strategy
(GCV future motion)
• GCV optimal Payoff
Four-stage 
hybrid MPC
Longitudinal
Motion
Lane
Decision
high level controller
TV,
TV future behavior
and target gap
Game2
(with another GCV)
Game3
(with another GCV)…
Compare the 
equilibrium of 
each game and 
choose the 
game that give 
SV the highest 
payoff
low level controller
Figure 2.1: Controller schematic diagram.
2.1 Stackelber Game
We assume SV are playing games with GCVs during the lane change process. Here we target
the Stackelberg equilibrium of the game because the interaction during the lane-change process
can be simplified as a sequential game. SV plays its strategy first by switching on the turning
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signal or slightly shifting towards the target lane, and GCV is assumed to respond to SV in a few
seconds by possibly applying a different acceleration. The above sequential game is updated and
played recursively for the duration of the interaction.
Stackelberg game was raised by Heinrich Freiherr von Stackelberg in 1943 [128]. The solution
of a Stackelberg game is called Stackelberg equilibrium. Stackelberg game is a two-player sequen-
tial game played by a leader and a follower. Here we refer to the leader as “him” and the follower
as “her”. The leader first commits his strategy and the follower observes the leader’s strategy and
responds with her own strategy. Each player is trying to maximize his/her own payoff. The leader
in Stackelberg games is endowed the power of predicting follower’s strategy given his own.
The definition of Stackelberg equilibrium is given as (2.1)-(2.2).
a∗L = argmax
aL∈AL
(
min
aF∈A∗F
UL(aL, aF )
)
(2.1)
A∗F (aL) , {a∗F ∈ AF : UF (aL, a∗F ) ≥ UF (aL, aF ),∀aF ∈ AF} (2.2)
where a∗L and a
∗
F are the optimal strategies of leader and follower respectively, AL and AF are
the strategy set of leader and follower, UL and UF are payoff functions of leader and follower. In
this paper, as we have defined above, SV is the leader and GCV is the follower. Their payoffs are
already given in (2.17) and (2.3). SV’s strategy set is all the possible values N ′0 can be, where N
′
0
is SV’s strategy. GCV’s strategy set includes all the possible accelerations that GCV can choose
as well as instantaneous lane change to adjacent lanes.
According to [130], equilibrium of small-scale games like those in this paper can be easily
found by checking all the possible solutions.
To fully define the lane-change Stackelber game, we need to define its players, and their strate-
gies and payoffs.
2.1.1 Game Scope and Players
In Fig. 2.2, the game scope is defined as the green area. This indicates the assumption that SV
is able to interact with every vehicles within that area and the possibility that SV could enter any
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SVGCV
GCV GCV
GCV GCV
Figure 2.2: The green area is the game scope.
gap "guarded" by a vehicle in green area in adjacent lane. In addition, SV’s action also has some
impact on the vehicle that follows him at any time, so we assume interaction between them too.
All the vehicles in green area are called game candidate vehicle (GCV).
For each GCV and SV pair, we establish a two-player Stackelberg game between them. Thus
in each game, the players are SV and one GCV. We assume SV is the leader in the game for
two reasons. First, if SV initiates a lane change, it is more reasonable to define SV as the leader.
Second, we do not want our SV just passively react to the traffic but actively pursue advantages.
For more details of the Stackelberg game, readers may refer to [130].
2.1.2 GCV Strategies and Payoffs
In our set-up, we assume the GCV is able to move in four directions as her response to SV
in the game. To be specific, we define several longitudinal accelerations and instantaneous lane
switch as GCV’s strategy (Fig. 2.3).
GCV’s payoff is defined as (2.3).
UGCV (k) =
N∑
k=1
(Upos(k) + Uvel(k)) (2.3)
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SV
GCV
Figure 2.3: GCV strategy space.
where
Upos(k) =

pGCV (k), if ∆p(k) ≥ ∆pd
pPV (k) + (kp − 1)∆pd − kp∆p(k), if ∆p(k) < ∆pd
(2.4)
Uvel(k) = kv|vd − vGCV (k)| (2.5)
∆p(k) = pPV (k)− pGCV (k) (2.6)
In (2.3) to (2.6), Upos is the position part of the payoff, Uvel is the velocity part of the payoff,
pGCV is the longitudinal position of GCV, vGCV is GCV’s velocity, vd is GCV’s desired speed, PV
is the preceding vehicle of GCV after all players play their strategies, pPV is the PV’s longitudinal
position, ∆p(k) is GCV’s current space headway, ∆pd is GCV’s desired space headway, kp and kv
are two negative parameters relating to the two parts of the payoff function.
The integration form of (2.3) indicates that GCV is considering the benefit of both spacing and
velocity over the prediction horizon like SV. Equation (2.4) means that GCV wants not only to be
as close to her destination as possible, but also to maintain safe distance by keeping desired space
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𝑘p
Δ𝑥d 𝑝𝐺𝐶𝑉
𝑈𝑝𝑜𝑠
1
𝑝𝑃𝑉(𝑘)
Figure 2.4: The position part of GCV’s payoff function.
headway from any PV. Equation (2.5) is GCV’s desire for the ideal speed. The position part of
GCV’s payoff function can be drawn as Fig. 2.4.
Which vehicle is PV really depends on two players’ strategies. If GCV changes lane, then SV
is assumed to change lane successfully and GCV’s new preceding vehicle becomes PV. If GCV
does not change lane, then the new PV could be SV if SV changes lane successfully or the original
PV if SV fails. This reflects the interaction between two players of the game.
2.2 The Four-Stage MPC, SV Strategies and Payoffs
In this section, we introduce the so called four-state MPC and talk about how we define SV’s
strategies and payoffs in the game.
First, we would like to divide the lane change process of SV into four stages:
1. Traveling in the current lane. (TCL)
2. Leaving current lane. (LCL)
3. Crossing lane marking. (CLM)
4. Traveling in the target lane. (TTL)
Such classification is for pure control purpose in terms of constraints handling as well as lon-
gitudinal and lateral control coordination.
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While in TCL or LCL stage, SV is assumed to only consider the constraints associated with
current lane. When in CLM stage, SV should pay heed to constraints of both lanes. When SV
arrives at TTL stage, only constraints related to target lane needs attention.
To better understand the role each stage plays in MPC, we draw Fig. 2.5. In the figure, the red
rectangle is the prediction horizon. As time goes, it gradually moves towards the right side. N ′0,
N ′1 and N
′
2 are certain steps symbolizing the borders of adjacent stages in the prediction horizon if
the horizon covers that border.
N ′0 will not show in the MPC cost function, because the purpose of LCL stage is to help
GT4SMPC plan the best moment to start the lateral movement of the lane switch process. Such
signal is sent to the steering controller so that the predicted moment when SV crosses lane marking,
which is computed by MPC, matches SV’s actual lateral motion, over which GT4SMPC does not
have full control.
For simplicity, N ′1−N ′0 and N ′2−N ′1 are fixed during the process of solving the MPC problem.
Therefore for a certain game happening at a certain simulation step, N ′0, N
′
1 and N
′
2 are dependent.
If one of them is determined, then all of them are. In reality, N ′1 − N ′0 and N ′2 − N ′1 can vary
depending on how fast SV plans to execute the lane change. Such variation can be directly applied
to the current controller, but consequently it produces extra computation load because of a larger
strategy space of SV.
Based on the definition of the four stages, the four-stage hybrid MPC is proposed as (2.7).
Please notice that the MPC is for both payoff generation of the game in high level and the control
of SV’s motion in low level.
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LCL
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑁𝑁0′ 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑁𝑁2′
CLM
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑁𝑁1′
TCL TTL
Prediction 
Horizon
𝑘𝑘 = 0
(now)
𝑘𝑘 = N
Figure 2.5: The four stages of lane change in MPC.
J(v, u, h1, h2, N
′
1, N
′
2) =
N ′1∑
k=1
(Qv|v(k)− vdes|2 +Ru|u(k)|2 +Rh1|h1(k)|2)
+
N ′2∑
k=N ′1+1
(Qv|v(k)− vdes|2 +Ru|u(k)|2
+Rh1|h1(k)|2 +Rh2|h2(k)|2)
+
N∑
k=N ′2+1
(Qv|v(k)− vdes|2 +Ru|u(k)|2 +Rh2|h2(k)|2)
+QvN |v(N)− vdes|2 (2.7)
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subject to
v(k) ≥ 0 (2.8)
umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax (2.9)
∆umin ≤ u(k)− u(k − 1) ≤ ∆umax (2.10)
h1(k) ≥ 0 (2.11)
h2(k) ≥ 0 (2.12)
for 0 ≤ k ≤ N ′2
p(k) < h1(k) + pCPV (k) (2.13)
p(k) > h1(k) + pCFV (k) (2.14)
for N ′1 + 1 ≤ k ≤ N
p(k) < h2(k) + pPPV (k) (2.15)
p(k) > h2(k) + pGCV (k) (2.16)
where N is the prediction horizon, u(k) is SV’s longitudinal acceleration, i.e., a control variable.
h1(k) and h2(k) are two slack variables in constraints, vdes is SV’s desired velocity, Qv is the
weight on the desired speed of SV, QvN is the weight on the terminal term, Ru, Rh1 and Rh2
are the weights on u, h1 and h2 respectively, umax and umin are the upper and lower bound of u.
∆umax and ∆umin are the bounds of u(k) − u(k − 1). PPV, CFV and CPV are just local naming
of surrounding vehicles in terms of a specific GCV according to Fig. 2.6.
The second row of (2.7) is SV’s cost in TCL and LCL stages, the third and forth rows are his
cost in CLM stage, and the fifth row is his cost in TTL stage and the last row is the terminal cost.
Simply speaking, in all stages, SV cares about both speed and control effort, i.e., acceleration. In
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PPVGCV
CPVCFV
Figure 2.6: The local naming of MPC formulation.
TCL and LCL stages, SV tries to minimize the slack variable associated to the safety concern in
current lane. In TTL stage, SV is minimizing that of the target lane. In CLM stage, SV cares about
both. The meanings of constraints (2.8) to (2.12) are self-evident. (2.13) and (2.14) are the soft
constraints that help SV keep distance from preceding and following vehicles in the current lane,
whose slack variables also appear in (2.7). Similarly, (2.15) and (2.16) are the safety constraints
associated with the target lane.
We need to point out that (2.7) is abused here. If N ′1 or N
′
2 is not in the prediction horizon, then
corresponding row will not appear in the cost function .
From (2.7) we can see that GCV’s strategy is also influencing SV’s trajectory planning in the
game. Here we use a linear decreasing acceleration model in[131] as SV’s prediction of GCV’s fu-
ture motion in SV’s game if GCV’s strategy is certain longitudinal acceleration. If GCV’s startegy
is lane change, then we assume lane change is completely immediate and GCV follows constant
velocity.
Given the MPC, we simply define the payoff function of SV as (2.17).
USV = −J (2.17)
In addition, since we know that N ′0, N
′
1 and N
′
2 are dependent, any one of them can be consid-
ered as SV’s strategy of the game.
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2.3 Simulations
In this section, we validate GT4SMPC’s performance in two scenarios.
The first scenario is a normal highway driving situation. SV is trying to achieve high speed in a
comparatively slow traffic by competing with traffic vehicles. All the traffic vehicles are controlled
by a linear decreasing acceleration game theoretic controller (LDAGTC).
In the second scenario, we test GT4SMPC in a mandatory lane change scenario. The blue
vehicle is controlled by a human in real time. The human will intentionally prevent SV from
lane change so that we can observe how GT4SMPC behaves in such an extreme case. The black
vehicles are still controlled by LDAGTC.
LDAGTC is a linear-decreasing-acceleration-model-based controller that can respond to SV’s
lane change intention in a game theoretic way. According to the definition of Stackelberg game, a
follower, which is a traffic vehicle controlled by LDAGTC in the simulation, does not predict the
action of leader (SV), but passively observes it and makes the corresponding response. Therefore,
a traffic vehicle actually does not need to establish a game of her own. She only observes SV’s
current state, and infer SV’s strategy and his trajectory in a certain way. Here we assume LDAGTC
uses constant acceleration model to predict SV’s future motion, and a lane-change rule based on
gap acceptance to determine how soon SV is going to execute the lane change. Then LDAGTC will
choose certain acceleration to either prevent SV’s lane change intention or yield to SV as long as
that acceleration maximizes her payoff. Here, we still use (2.3) as traffic vehicle’s payoff function.
One main concern for the simulations is information completeness. According to the text
above, SV and traffic vehicles share follower’s payoff function, follower’s model and the current
states of all vehicles, but we also assume traffic vehicles do not know SV’s strategy or MPC’s
trajectory and has to infer them. Such assumption brings uncertainty to the game: traffic vehi-
cle’s actual behaviors might be different from SV’s prediction. Therefore, the information of the
simulation is incomplete. In addition, we let human control a traffic vehicle in Scenario II. Since
GT4SMPC can by no means know a human’s model or his/her payoff function, it could prove
GT4SMPC’s performance and robustness in situations where traffic vehicles’ model is completely
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unknown.
In both simulations, the high level of the controller is operated at 2Hz and the low level is
operated at 5Hz. This means if the high level is not updated since its last activity, the low level
will continue using the previous result of the high level. In high level the prediction horizon N is
4 steps, in low level it is 20. The prediction time is always 4s. The selection of these parameters is
a result of balancing MPC’s speed and performance. A shorter prediction time undermines MPC’s
motivation of lane change while a longer one involves too much future uncertainty. The selected
frequencies make sure GT4SMPC can well handle the dynamic traffic in real time.
2.3.1 Scenario I
Multiple vehicles are traveling rightward on a three-lane road (Fig. 2.7). The red vehicle (SV)
is controlled by GT4SMPC. Black vehicles, each of which is given a number for the convenience
of explanation, are controlled by LDAGTC. There are two black vehicles in each lane. No.1 (right
one, not shown in Fig. 2.7) and No.2 (left one) are traveling in the upper lane at 10m/s, No.3 (right
one) and No.4 (left one) are traveling in the middle lane at 15m/s. No.5 (right one) and No.6 (left
one) are traveling in the lower lane at 20m/s. SV starts at 10m/s and wants to achieve high speed
in such a traffic.
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Figure 2.7: Initial condition of Scenario I.
Fig. 2.7 to Fig. 2.9 shows how SV made two consecutive lane changes to reach the desired
speed.
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Figure 2.8: SV’s first lane switch.
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Figure 2.9: SV’s second lane switch.
According to the game scope that we have defined in Fig. 2.2, SV is constantly observing
the surrounding gaps. At the beginning, since the vehicles in the top lane are slow and those in
the middle lane are faster, SV would be willing to enter the middle lane. Thus SV chose No.4
to interact with (Fig. 2.11). By predicting No.4’s future behavior in a game theoretic way, SV
thought that No.4 would accelerate mildly , which is indeed close to No.4’s actual acceleration
(Fig. 2.12). Thus, SV plans a lane change between t=3.8s and t=7s as is shown in Fig. 2.10. The
lines of N ′0, N
′
1 and N
′
2 in the figure divide each lane change into the four stages. According to the
definition of N ′0, N
′
1 and N
′
2, SV is in TCL stage between t=0s and t=3.8s, in LCL stage between
t=3.8s and t=5s, in CLM stage between t=5s and t=7s and in TTL stage after t=7s. This is how SV
went through the four stages during the lane change.
Similar to the first lane change, SV attempted the second lane change after entering the middle
lane and seeing the higher speed of vehicles in the bottom lane. This time SV predicts that the new
TV No.6 is likely to maintain speed in the game. According to Fig. 2.12, No.4’s real behavior is
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almost the same as SV prediction. Then SV accomplished the lane change between t=10.2s and
t=13.6s.
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Figure 2.10: SV strategy.
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Figure 2.11: TV selection.
We would like to point out here that actually the traffic vehicle can lane change and GT4SMPC
also considers that possibility. We intentionally created this scenario where traffic vehicles do not
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Figure 2.12: Predicted TV acceleration and actual TV acceleration.
change lane in order to make SV’s life more difficult.
2.3.2 Scenario II
Now we would like to test GT4SMPC’s performance at the presence of human driver. We build
a driver interface in MATLAB SIMULINK environment so that human can control the blue vehicle
on the road in Fig. 2.13. During the simulation, the human driver can use the left and right arrows
on the keyboard to adjust the blue vehicle’s longitudinal velocity and use the up and down arrows
to select her desired lane. A built-in lateral controller will drive the blue vehicle into the target
lane. In addition, this scenario is also designed to show GT4SMPC’s capability of running in real
time.
We set up a scenario as Fig. 2.13. The red vehicle (SV) is still controlled by GT4SMPC and
wants to achieve higher speed. The blue vehicle (No.4) is controlled by a human. The black
vehicles use LDAGTC. The black vehicles in the lower lane have high desired speed (20 m/s),
where the left one is No.3 and the right one is No.2. Working as an obstacle, another black vehicle
(No.1) is traveling slowly (5 m/s) in front of the red vehicle, which is shown in Fig. 2.14. During
the simulation, the human vehicle will intentionally prevent the red vehicle from lane change.
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Figure 2.13: Initial condition of Scenario II.
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Figure 2.14: SV’s lane change intention being prevented by human driver.
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Figure 2.15: SV’s final lane switch.
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Figure 2.16: Vehicles’ velocities.
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Figure 2.17: TV selection.
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Figure 2.18: SV strategy.
According to Fig. 2.13 to Fig. 2.16, as SV was approaching No.1, the human vehicle was
decelerating and trying to block SV. Targeting either No.3 or No.4 during t=0s to t=6s (Fig. 2.17),
GT4SMPC was always planning a lane change in the near future and N ′0 even hit 0 occasionally,
which triggered the lane change, but the lane change was then aborted after GT4SMPC’s awareness
of human driver’s hostile behavior, according to Fig. 2.18. Therefore, SV kept staying in the
merging lane and was not able to overtake the human driver at all before t=6s.
After human driver started accelerating after t=6s, No.3 also began to accelerate to prevent
SV’s lane change intention, securing her position advantage. Taking this into consideration, SV
continued selecting the current lane as the target lane until No.3 passed SV at around t=9s. Then
SV decided to tug behind No.3 and completed the lane change according to Fig. 2.18. In Fig.
2.17, the fact that TV became 0 after t=6s means that SV was not trying to overtake any vehicle
anymore.
The above simulation proves that GT4SMPC is able to run in real time. Solving the game is
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indeed a heavy task for the high level controller and it takes MATLAB about 0.3s to get the result,
so we set the game frequency at 2Hz, which is an acceptable value if we consider human driver’s
frequency of decision making. The low level controller can actually run as fast as 20Hz, but we
still let it run at 5Hz, which is fast enough for our simulations.
The two simulations showed GT4SMPC’s performance in different cases. Scenario I proved
GT4SMPC’s ability of predicting surrounding vehicle’s behavior in a game theoretic situation.
Scenario II showed GT4SMPC’s robustness in an extreme situation created by human driver.
2.4 Conclusion
The chapter proposed a novel game theoretic model predictive controller for autonomous high-
way driving. The four-stage MPC divides lane change process into four stages of different con-
straints, forming a hybrid MPC. With the help of game theory, the controller takes the possible
response of traffic vehicles into account and is able to make rational decisions in dynamic traf-
fics. Two simulations demonstrated GT4SMPC’s decent performance without knowing the exact
model of surrounding vehicles. Since this piece of work is based on vehicle kinematic model,
future works include testing the controller on vehicle dynamic models and using a driving sim-
ulator to study the interaction between GT4SMPC and human drivers in a virtual while realistic
environment.
However, the GT4SMPC also has two biggest drawbacks. First, the GCV model is assumed
to play a fixed strategy during the prediction horizon. We wish that the GCVs in our model could
make a sequence of decisions during their prediction horizons. Second, we have assumed fixed
payoff function for GCV, which means in our simulations all the drivers are assumed to be exactly
the same. In real life, however, drivers are different and it’s not reasonable to use the same payoff
function to represent all the GCVs.
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3. DIFFERENTIAL GAME THEORETIC MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In this section we propose a differential game theoretic model predictive controller (DGTMPC)
for autonomous driving. The motivation of the new controller mainly comes from the weaknesses
of the GT4SMPC: the fixed strategy and the fixed payoff function of GCV.
We consider the fixed strategy assumption over the prediction horizon unrealistic because in
real life drivers are able to make a series of decisions (like Fig.3.1) when necessary. For instance,
for a driver yielding to a another vehicle cutting in front of her, she could plan a strategy like
this: decelerate to create a big gap and then accelerate to achieve the original speed. In spite of
the simplicity of the strategy, the previous GT4SMPC did not include such decision sequence for
GCV at all. Therefore, in our new DGTMPC we assume two players are playing a Stackelgerg
differential game where each player is able to make a decision at each step of the N -step game ,
where N is the prediction horizon.
The fixed payoff function is another unrealistic assumption for the GT4SMPC as well as for
almost all researches that model traffic via a game theory approach. In literatures, parameters that
are related to driving style in the game theoretic model are mainly determined in two ways. The
first one is using values directly given by authors[132, 42, 80]. The first approach is groundless
since authors do not give enough support for choosing such values. The second one is off-line
calibration [93, 133, 134, 135]. In this category, researches use real drivers’ data from on-line
database or experiments to calibrate parameters in the payoff functions. This approach seems solid
but actually the calibration result only reflects the average driving style of the drivers in the data
set or only a small bulk of the drivers involved in the experiment.
Targeting the above two issues, the DGTMPC in this section considers a much larger action
space for the GCV in the game and uses inverse MPC to capture a specific driver’s feature through
on-board observation.
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Figure 3.1: GCV’s decision tree.
3.1 DGTMPC Schematic Diagram
The schematic diagram of DGTMPC is given in Fig. 3.2. As GT4SMPC, DGTMPC has two
levels: the high level and the low level. The high-level controller not only selects the TV and the
target gap for the low level controller but also gives a prediction of the TV’s future motion within
the prediction horizon. Then the low level controller uses these information as the reference to
control the precise motion of the SV.
Inside the high-level controller there are two blocks: the differential game block and the inverse
MPC block. The differential block solves the Stackelberg differential games and outputs all the
information the the lower-level controller needs including the TV, the TV’s future motion and
the equilibrium of the game. The differential game has two modes: overtaking mode and the
guarding mode. In the overtaking mode, SV is planning multiple games and in each game SV is
considering overtake a GCV. Then a TV is selected from multiple GCV along with a target gap.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of DGTMPC.
In the guarding mode, SV is being overtaken by the TV. A switch logic is designed to switch
between these two modes. The inverse MPC block estimates the weights of the cost function
of SRVs in the differential game through real-time observation of SRV’s movements given the
assumption of the differential game that all SRVs follow MPC. The lower level is a hybrid model
predictive controller. It receives information from the high level and outputs both SV’s longitudinal
acceleration and real-time lane decision.
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3.2 Differential Game Basics
In spite of the fact that meaning of "dynamic" in dynamic system means "the state of the
system varies over time according to differential equations involving time derivatives" [136], the
"dynamic" in the term "dynamic game" has more general meaning. According to [130] a game is
dynamic if at least one player is allowed to use a strategy that depends on previous actions. On the
other hand, a game in which the players act only once and independently of each other is definitely
called a static game.
Differential game can be considered as a branch of dynamic games. It is accepted as a general
name for games wherein the evolution of the states of the game is described by differential equa-
tions and the players act throughout a time interval [130]. For the discrete case of a differential
game, which is the type of the game this research focuses on, players make an action at each step
of the duration of the game.
An open-loop N-person discrete differential game of fixed duration with complete information
involves the following elements:
1. The player set P = 1, ..., np.
2. A time interval [1,N] which is specified a priori and which denotes the duration of the game.
3. The trajectory space of the gameX whose elements are denoted as {x(k), 0 < k < N}. For
any time index k ∈ [1, N ], x(k) ∈ X.
4. The control space of the gameUi of player i whose elements are denoted as {ui(k), 0 < k <
N}. We also define u = u1 ∪ ... ∪ unp ,U = U1 ∪ ... ∪Unp ,
5. The strategy space Ai of player i which is a class of mapping ai : [1, N ] ×X → Ui where
ui(k) = ai(k,x) Each element in Ai is a feasible strategy that is subject to the constraints of
each player Gi(x(k),u(k)) ≤ 0
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6. A difference equation which describes the dynamics of the system.
x(k + 1) = f(k,x(k),u(k)), x(0) = x0
7. Cost functions for each player Ji : [1, N ]×X×U→ R is defined as:
Ji(u(k)) = −
N∑
k=0
ji(k,x(k),u(k))
The concept of equilibrium of Nash or Stackelberg game in the previous chapter can be applied
to differential games. An N-tuple of strategies {a∗i ∈ Ai, i ∈ P } is a Nash equilibrium if the
following inequalities are satisfied for any {ai ∈ Ai, i ∈ P }
J∗1 , J1(a∗1, a∗2, ..., a∗np) ≤ J1(a1, a2, ..., anp)
J∗2 , J1(a∗1, a∗2, ..., a∗np) ≤ J2(a1, a2, ..., anp)
...
J∗np , J1(a∗1, a∗2, ..., a∗np) ≤ Jnp(a1, a2, ..., anp)
(3.1)
For a two player differential game, a 2-tuple of strategies {a∗L, a∗F} is a Stackelberg equilibrium
if the following inequalities satisfied for any {aL ∈ AL, aF ∈ AF}
a∗L = argminaL∈AL
(
maxaF∈A∗F JL(aL, aF )
)
A∗F (aL) , {a∗F ∈ AF : JF (aL, a∗F ) ≤ JF (aL, aF )}
(3.2)
3.3 The Lane Change Differential Game
The researches of differential game was initiated by Rufus Isaacs in [137]. Since then all kinds
of differential games have been applied to various aspects of engineering field. The application
of differential games to ground vehicle control did not draw much attention until recent years.
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Currently, the literature on differential-game-based autonomous vehicle control can be categorized
into two categorries with respect to the scenario of the study. The first one is autonomous racing
[138, 139, 140]. Both vehicles in the game want to reach the destination ahead of the other. The
second one is collision avoidance in the motion planning problem [141, 142, 140]. Both players
need to reach its own destination, say traveling across unsignalized intersection, without colliding
with the other. In addition to the above two categories, Huang uses mean field game [143] to
study the behavior of mass behaviors instead of individual agents in traffic flow. Wang et al. apply
cooperative differential game to car-following and lane change model [81]. Lygeros et al. study
the platooning behavior of two vehicles from the perspective of zero-sum game. However, few
literature models general highway driving scenario as non-cooperative differential games.
Solving the differential game means finding the equilibrium, where the majority of the litera-
ture targets either the Nash equilibrium or the Stackelberg one. On one hand, there are multiple
ways to find the Nash equilibrium of a differential game nowadays, notwithstanding the limited
application of each approaches. In Isaac’s research [137] , the Nash equilibrium of the pursuit and
evasion game can be found by solving for the Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaac equation, which is basically
a two player version of Hamilton-Jacobi-Belleman equation in optimal control. Iterated best re-
sponse algorithm fits the underlying nature of Nash equilibrium and is more practical in some cases
because it does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality [144, 145, 146]. In [147], the general
form of open-loop Nash equilibrium of an unconstrained linear quadratic game can be obtained by
solving the Riccati equation. In [141], Dreves finds the Nash equilibrium from the perspective of
a single optimal control problem in the case that cost functions of both players are independent.
On the other hand, both the analytic form and the numeric form of the Stackelberg equilibrium
of the differential game have been studied by previous researchers. In [130], the analytic form of
both the open-loop and feedback solution to the unconstrained Stackelberg differential game are
given, where the former is obtained by solving a two-point boundary value problem and the later
is found by solving a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. Long and Sorger showed that the prob-
lem can be turned to a standard optimal control problem in certain case [148]. Bensoussa et al.
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employ the maximum principle to derive the necessary conditions for the Stackelberg solutions in
stochastic game [149]. The numeric form is often studied for the constrained case where analytic
solution cannot be derived. Given the fact that the open-loop solution to the constraint Stackelberg
game is an equivalent to the bi-level optimization problem, researchers usually use the latter term
in their papers to refer to both types of problems. Branch and bound [150, 151, 152], brand and
cut [153, 154], and trust-region method [155, 156, 157] are among the most accepted solution to
the bi-level optimization problem in spite of its expensive computation . Zhu and Martinez solve
the receding-horizon dynamic Stackelberg game by solving an N-horizon quadratic program[158].
Meng and Zeng use genetic algorithm to solve for the one-leader N-follower Stackelberg game
[159].Despite plenty of researches on this topic, solving the differential game remains a hard prob-
lem due to the fact that each appraoch is only applicable to conditional scenario.
In this section we try to apply the idea of Stackelberg differential game to lane change scenario
in highway driving. Specifically, we set up two lane change scenarios as two types of differential
game. For the first type, SV is constantly considering overtaking others to gain more driving
benefits. For the second type, SV is guarding the gap in front of him from another vehicle who is
trying to enter the gap. We set up games for these two scenarios separately because SV is playing
a different role in these scenarios.
In either scenario, we always define SV as the leader and TV as the follower of the Stack-
elberg differential game. We give two reasons for this assumptions: First, playing leader means
SV/DGTMPC knows of what the other players need and can take advantage of it. Second, in
Stakelberg game, the follower is completely passive, so it is less meaningful to study the problem
from a passive perspective.
Rather than the dissimilar model for the two players in the static Stackelberg game in Chapter 2,
in the Stackelberg differential game both players use MPC to control their behaviors and compete
with each other.
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Figure 3.3: The first game scenario.
3.3.1 DGTMPC Mode 1
In the first game mode(Fig. 3.3). SV is trying to overtake a TV. As always, we define the
game through defining the players, strategies and payoffs respectively. The players of the game
are SV and TV. The action of the leader is his longitudinal acceleration at each step over the
prediction horizon (uL(k) for k = 1, 2, ..., N ) and the lane change moment he choose (N ′L). The
follower’s action is just her longitudinal acceleration at each step of the prediction horizon (uF (k)
for k = 1, 2, ..., N ). The payoff of each player is the negative of each player’s cost function (−JL
and −JF ).
In mode 1, the MPC problems of the leader and the follower are defined as (3.3) to (3.8) and
(3.9) to (3.13) respectively.
min
uL,hL
JL(vL, uL, hL) =
N∑
k=1
(QvL|vL(k)− vdes|2 +RuL|uL(k)|2 +RhL|hL(k)|2) (3.3)
s.t.
vL(k) ≥ 0 (3.4)
umin ≤ uL(k) ≤ umax(k)
0 ≤ hL(k) ≤ hmax (3.5)
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For 1 ≤ k ≤ N ′L
pL(k) < −hL(k) + pLPV (k) (3.6)
For N ′L + 1 ≤ k ≤ N
pL(k) < −hL(k) + pFPV (k) (3.7)
pL(k) > pF (k) + hL(k) (3.8)
min
uF ,hF
JF (vF , uF , hF ) =
N∑
k=1
(QvF |vF (k)− vdes|2 +RuF |uF (k)|2 +RhF |hF (k)|2) (3.9)
s.t.
vF (k) ≥ 0 (3.10)
umin ≤ uF (k) ≤ umax
0 ≤ hF (k) ≤ hmax (3.11)
For 1 ≤ k ≤ N ′L
pF (k) < −hF (k) + pFPV (k) (3.12)
For N ′L + 1 ≤ k ≤ N
pF (k) < −hF (k) + pL(k) (3.13)
In (3.3) and (3.9), the meaning of each variables are defined exactly the same as those in
Chapter 2. We locally define the names of SRVs with respect to a TV as Fig. 3.4. The formulation
of the MPC is also a mimic of the MPC problem in Chapter 2 except two main changes. First,
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Figure 3.4: The local naming of the differential game.
the rear safety constraint is now abandoned when either leader or follower is in the original lane.
This is due to the fact that most drivers do not care about following vehicle but only the preceding
vehicle while driving on the road. Second, SV is the vehicle who does lane change, so it only have
one safety constraint (3.6) before lane change, but two safety constraints (3.7) and (3.8) after lane
change. TV is the vehicle who guards the gap, so it has one safety constraint (3.12) before lane
change as well as one constraint (3.13) after lane change.
3.3.2 DGTMPC Mode 2
In the second game mode(Fig. 3.5), TV is trying to over take SV and SV can choose either to
yield or to block. The players of the game remain the same. The action of the leader is only his
longitudinal acceleration at each step over the prediction horizon (uL(k) for k = 1, 2, ..., N ) and
now the follower’s action includes both her longitudinal acceleration at each step of the prediction
horizon (uF (k) for k = 1, 2, ..., N ) and the lane change moment she choose (N ′F ). The payoff of
each player is still the same as mode 1.
In mode 2, two players’ MPC problems are defined as (3.14) to (3.16) and (3.17) to (3.21)
respectively.
min
uL,hL
JL(vL, uL, hL) =
N∑
k=1
(QvL|vL(k)− vdes|2 +RuL|uL(k)|2 +RhL|hL(k)|2) (3.14)
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Figure 3.5: The second game scenario.
s.t.
vL(k) >= 0
umin ≤ uL(k) ≤ umax(k)
0 ≤ hL(k) ≤ hmax
For 1 ≤ k ≤ N ′L
pL(k) < −hL(k) + pLPV (k) (3.15)
For N ′L + 1 ≤ k ≤ N
pL(k) < −hL(k) + pF (k) (3.16)
min
uF ,hF
JF (vF , uF , hF ) =
N∑
k=1
(QvF |vF (k)− vdes|2 +RuF |uF (k)|2 +RhF |hF (k)|2) (3.17)
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s.t.
vF (k) >= 0 (3.18)
umin ≤ uF (k) ≤ umax
0 ≤ hF (k) ≤ hmax
For 1 ≤ k ≤ N ′L
pF (k) < −hF (k) + pFPV (k) (3.19)
For N ′L + 1 ≤ k ≤ N
pF (k) < −hF (k) + pLPV (k) (3.20)
pF (k) > pL(k) + hF (k) (3.21)
As is shown from (3.3) to (3.21), the roles of two players are exchanged in the mode 2 of the
game, so now SV only one safety constraint (3.6) before lane change, and one safety constraint
(3.16), but TV has one safety constraint (3.19) before lane change but two constraints (3.20) and
(3.21) after lane change.
3.3.3 DGTMPC Mode Swtich Logic
Since DGTMPC can only work in one of the two modes at a moment, we develop a mode
switch logic as Fig. 3.6. Before describing the logics, we make the assumption that two players
cannot turn on the turning signal at the same time so that players will not be overtaking each other
simultaneously. By default, the DGTMPC works at mode 1, seeking lane change opportunity to
reach desired speed while constantly monitoring SRV’s lane change intention. If SV identifies any
advantage of a lane change, SV will then turn on the turning light until lane change succeeds or
fails. If SV’s turn signal is off and is in mode 1, SV will switch to mode 2 as soon as he sees the
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Figure 3.6: The switch logic of DGTMPC between mode 1 and mode 2.
turning signal of a TV who is trying to overtake SV. SV will switch back to mode 1 from mode 2
when TV gives up or finishes her lane change.
3.4 Solving the Stackelberg Differential Game
In this section, we describe the complete mathematical formulation of the Stackelberg differ-
ential game and show how we find the Stackelberg equilibrium of the game.
Stackelberg game is a sequential game where leader’s first play his strategy and then based on
the leader’s strategy the follower makes her best response. Therefore, the Stackelberg differential
game can be written as a bi-level MPC problem as (3.22) to (3.27).
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min
uL(k)
JL(vL, uL, hL) =
N∑
k=1
(QvL|vL(k)− vdes|2 +RuL|uL(k)|2 +RhL|hL(k)|2) (3.22)
s.t. GMPCL (xL,xF ,uL,uF ) ≤ 0 (3.23)
xL(k + 1) = AxL(k) +BuL(k) (3.24)
min
uF (k)
JF (vF , uF , hF ) =
N∑
k=1
(QvF |vF (k)− vdes|2 +RuF |uF (k)|2 +RhF |hF (k)|2)
(3.25)
s.t. GMPCF (xL,xF ,uL,uF ) ≤ 0 (3.26)
xF (k + 1) = AxF (k) +BuF (k) (3.27)
where
xL =
pL
vL
 ,xF =
pF
vF
 ,uL =
uL
hL
 ,uF =
uF
hF
 , A =
 1 Ts
0 1
 , B =
 0
Ts

The problem is "bi-level" because it has an inner problem and an outer one. The outer problem
(3.22) to (3.24) is the leader’s optimization problem subject to leader’s system dynamics (3.24),
which is an equivalent of (1.5), and to all constraints in leader’s MPC problem (3.23), which is an
equivalent of (3.4) to (3.8) or (3.3.2) to (3.16). Besides all the equality and inequality constraints,
the outer problem should also satisfy the inner problem: the variables associated with the follower
are the optimal solution to the inner problem. Similar to the outer problem, the inner problem (3.25)
to (3.27) is the follower’s optimization problem subject to follower’s system dynamics (3.27),
which is ac tally the same as leader’s, and to all constraints in follower’s MPC problem (3.26),
which is an equivalent of (3.10) to (3.13) or (3.18) to (3.21).
There are totally three steps to solve the Stackelberg differential game or the bi-level MPC
problem in our research. For a certain N ′
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1. Convert the bi-level MPC problem to a bi-level quadratic program (QP).
2. Convert the bi-level QP into a single level QP.
3. Use Branch and Bound algorithm to solve the single level QP problem. The solution gives
the equilibrium of the game.
3.4.1 Convert the Bi-Level MPC Problem to a Bi-Level QP
To solve a linear MPC problem, the most-adopted approach is to convert the MPC problem into
a quadratic program by taking into the dynamics of the system into consideration. By doing this,
the same control variable of different steps of the MPC become different variables in the new QP
problem. If the QP problem is convex, then the optimum of the problem, which is also the solution
of the MPC problem, can be found by optimization algorithms like active-set algorithm[160] or
interior point algorithm[161].
Reference [162] derives the process of rewriting a linear MPC problem into a quadratic pro-
gram. For an MPC problem as follows,
min
u(k)
J(x,u) =
N∑
k=1
[(x(k)− xref )ᵀQ(x(k)− xref ) + (u(k)− uref )ᵀR(u(k)− uref )]
s.t. GMPC(x,u) ≤ 0
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
it is equivalent to the following quadratic program:
min
u(k)
J(u) = Jconst + 0.5u(k)
ᵀHu(k) + u(k)ᵀ[F (x0 − xref )−Huref ]
s.t. G(u) ≤ 0
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where
H , ΓᵀQΓ +R (3.28)
F , ΓᵀQΩ (3.29)
Γ =

B 0 ... 0 0
AB B ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
AN−1B AN−2B ... ... B

(3.30)
Ω ,

A
A2
...
AN

(3.31)
G = Lu−W (3.32)
where the exact definition of L and W can be found on page 108 of [162].
Following this idea, we are able to rewrite the bi-level MPC as a bi-level QP problem as
min
uL
JL(uL,uF )
s.t.
GL(uL,uF ) ≤ 0
min
uL
JF (uL,uF )
s.t.
GF (uL,uF ) ≤ 0
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3.4.2 Convert the Bi-Level QP into a Single Level QP
To solve the bi-level QP problem, we would need to get rid of the inner problem. Luckily, the
inner problem can be completely replaced by KKT condition according to [163]. Then the bi-level
problem can be reformulated as a single level QP problem with non-linear constraints [164]:
max
uL
JL(uL,uF )
s.t.
G(uL,uF ) ≤ 0 (3.33)
∂JF (uL,uF )
∂uF
+
∂λᵀG
∂uF
= 0
λjGj = 0 (3.34)
λj ≥ 0
where
G = GL ∪GF =

G1
G2
...
Gm

, λ =

λ1
λ2
...
λm

(3.35)
and λi is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the ith inequity constraint inG.
With the existence of the complimentary condition (3.34) the single-level QP problem is no
more convex in spite of a convex cost function and linearity of most of its constraints. And such
non-convexity is the main challenge of solving this problem.
3.4.3 Branch and Bound Algorithm
Enumeration is one of the most prime way to find optimum. However, the branch and bound
algorithm provides us a clever way of enumerating all possible cases of an optimization problem.
The idea of branch and bound is to eliminate unnecessary cases by adding constraints to the prob-
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Algorithm 1 The branch and bound algorithm for bi-level QP problem.
1: Standing at the initial node n0. Define S0 = G, S+ = ∅, S− = ∅, J = inf
2: Do the following iteratively
3: Try to solve the problem without (3.33), but add the following constraints: (a) Set λi = 0 for
Gi in S0 and S−. (b) Set Gi = 0 for Gi in S+. Get solution u and cost J
4: if the problem is feasible then
5: if J < J then
6: if G(u) ≤ 0 and λG(u) = 0 then
7: Let J = J and mark u as the solution. Close the current node.
8: else if S0 = ∅ then
9: Close the current node.
10: else if Gi ≤ 0 is satisfied for all Gi ∈ S0 then
11: Close the current node.
12: else
13: Find the the biggest Gi in S0. Generate two new nodes under the current node. In
one node, move Gi to S+. In the other, move Gi to S−. close the current node.
14: end if
15: else
16: J is not smaller than the previous smallest value, close the current node.
17: end if
18: else
19: Problem is not feasible, close the current node.
20: end if
21: After closing a node, try to find a new active node. If no active node is left, terminate the
algorithm.
lem one by one. If the problem is infeasible with constraints specified by a part of the conditions,
then the problem will not be feasible with additional constraints either. Following this idea, we are
able to truncate the search tree and only explore the nodes on necessary branches in an efficient
way. Each nodes in the search tree stands for a specific case. The branch and bound algorithm
for solving the bi-level QP problem was raised by Bard and Moore [150]. Following the idea of
the original branch and bound, the paper provides ample details of managing constraint sets of the
problem in an efficient way. The algorithm is given as Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, S0 is a set that includes all the constraints that has not been considered, S+ is a
set that includes all the constraints that is activated, S− is a set that includes all the constraints that
are not activated, J is the lowest cost the algorithm has reached so far.
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Line 1 is the initialization of the algorithm. Line 1 tries to solve the problem at a certain node
we have reached specified by the elements in S0 S+ and S− of that node. Line 4 to 5 are the
two necessary conditions, which are feasibility of the problem, better cost of regarding the current
solution as the optimal one for the current branch. If Line 4 or 5 is not satisfied, then we close the
current node and the current branch as Line 16 or 19. Otherwise there could be four possibilities
as well. Line 6 checks the complete constraints and complimentary condition satisfaction of the
original problem, if the solution satisfies this condition then it can be considered a the optimal
solution for the current branch. Else we use Line 8 to check if S0 is an empty set. If so, then all
the constraints have been considered and the problem remains infeasible, so we close the current
node. Line 10 checks if any constraints in S+ or S− is preventing the solution from satisfying the
original constraints. If so, then the current branch is not worth further exploration. Line 13 is the
branch operation. By selecting a constraint Gi that is violating the original constraints most as
the next constraint we consider, we create two branches under the current node. For one node we
assume Gi is active and for the other, we assume it is not. Line 21 checks if there is any new node
that has not been visited. If not, we terminate the algorithm.
Although the algorithm is intelligent enough to avoid unnecessary computation, computation
remains a problem due to the large numbers of constraints for branching in the differential lane
change problem. In this research, three tricks are used to speed up the computation of the branch
and bound algorithm so that it can be used for real-time implementation. First, I ignored the jerk
constraints of the MPC comparing to (2.10) in the GT4SMPC. Second, I associate some of the
constraints so that the algorithm does not have to check all the cases. For example, (3.11) is related
with (3.13) in a way such that if h = 0 is active, then (3.13) is inactive, and vice versa. Such rule
can be applied to mode 2 as well. Third, Matlab parallel computation box is used to compute the
Stacelberg equilibrium for different N ′ simultaneously.
3.5 Inverse Model Predictive Control
Inverse optimization is a category of problem that we infer the parameters of the optimization
problem assuming we already know the optimal solution to the problem. In this section we study
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the inverse model predictive control (IMPC) problem so that we endow our controller the capa-
bility of evaluating other driver’s drive style, which would greatly help DGTMPC make pertinent
decision against SRVs from a game theoretic perspective.
Existing literatures show that not many researchers pay attention to the adaption of the game
parameters, when they apply game theory to autonomous driving. A common way to determine the
value of the parameters is from a empiric perspective [42, 132, 138]. This means the player model
in the game is completely fixed. We all know that drivers are different. This means they could make
diverse decision even in the exact same scenario. Therefore a fixed model is groundless. Another
category of approaches obtain the parameters through off-line model calibration or learning using
data from either public data set or experiments [93, 165, 140]. This approach of calibrating or
learning a model seems solid, it still gives a fixed model in the end. Such calibrated model might
work for macroscopic problems, it is not likely to work on individual drivers due to the same
drawback of the first approach. Therefore, our research looks into an IMPC algorithm that could
distinguish each surrounding driver’s driving preference in a dynamic traffic.
Researches have studied different types of inverse optimization that are related to IQP/IMPC
problem. Some researchers use the inverse linear quadratic regulator (ILQR) to recover the control
technique of a human subject. Popular approaches to solve the ILQR problem involve linear matrix
inequities approach[166, 167] and particle swarm optimization [168]. Borrowing the idea of ILQR,
Ramadan et al. solves an IMPC problem by setting up a convex optimization problem and adding
the algebraic Riccatti equation as one of the equality constraint. However, his approach does not
consider complex constraints and thus cannot be applied to our problem. Invesr reinforcement
learning (IRL) is recently a hot topic due to its value in robotic control. Popular IRL algorithms
include apprentice learning [169] and entropy-based approach [170, 171].
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The IMPC problem for our research is defined as the following optimization problem.
w∗ = argmin
N∑
k=1
|uF (k)− u∗F (k)| (3.36)
s.t.
min J˜F (uL,uF ) (3.37)
s.t.
GF (uL,uF ) ≤ 0 (3.38)
where
w = [Q˜vF , R˜uF , R˜hF ] (3.39)
J˜F = w
N∑
k=1
(uF − ur)2
=
N∑
k=1
(Q˜vF |vF (k)− vdes|2 + R˜uF |uF (k)|2 + R˜hF |hF (k)|2) (3.40)
ur = [vdes, 0, 0] (3.41)
and w∗ is the optimal w.
IMPC or inverse QP (IQP) is generally considered as a hard job due to the existence of compli-
mentary slackness. Specifically, if any constraint of the MPC problem is active, then the relation-
ship between the optimal solution that we already know and the weights we are trying to estimate
is not a one to one mapping according to KKT condition. This can be proved by trying to solve
the IMPC problem with KKT condition. Remember that the 1st order necessary condition of KKT
condition indicates that the gradient of the Lagrange function is zero at the optimal point:
0 = ∇L(x∗, λ∗) = ∇f(x∗)−
∑
λ∗iGi(x
∗) (3.42)
If at least one of the inequality constraint is active, then we would never have enough inequities
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to solve for any other unknown parameters in f in (3.42) because we always need to solve for the
extra Lagrange multiplier associated with that constraint.
Liwei Zhang and his group might be the only researchers who work on constrained IQP/IMPC.
He solve ths problem by turning the IQP into a convex programming problem, where a reference
weight matrix is designated to the QP problem [172, 173]. However, such reference is randomly
generated in the paper and the author did not provide any detail for it.
3.5.1 From Inverse Reinforcement Learning to IMPC
In this section, we will show how we derive our IMPC algorithm from apprentice learning
algorihtm of IRL in [169].
First we define value function as
Vpi,R(st) = E[
∞∑
t=0
αᵀR(st)|pi]
where γ is the forgetting rate, R is the reward function, t is time, st is the state of the system at
time, pi is the policy.
An optimal policy of an reinforcement learning (RL) problem should satisfy
Vpi∗,R∗(st) ≤ Vpi,R∗(st) (3.43)
where pi∗ is the optimal policy and R∗ is the original reward function (to the corresponding IRL
problem). Equation (3.43) is straightforward because the best policy should result in the best
expected accumulated sum of the rewards.
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We do the following to Vpi,R(st):
Vpi∗,R∗(st) = E[
∞∑
t=0
αᵀR(st)|pi]
= E[
∞∑
t=0
αᵀωᵀφ(st)|pi]
= ωᵀE[
∞∑
t=0
αᵀφ(st)|pi]
= ωᵀµ(pi) (3.44)
where φ is a feature vector ofR and µ is the expected cumulative discounted sum of feature values.
Equation (3.44) rewrites Vpi,R(st) as the weighted sum of µ by replacing R with a weighted sum of
feature vectors φ.
Then the IRL problem can be defined as finding an ω∗ such that
ω∗ᵀµ(pi) ≤ ωᵀµ(pi), ∀pi (3.45)
Abbeel and Ng raised a solution called apprenticeship learning for the above IRL problem, as
is shown in Algorihtm 2. The idea of the algorithm is to find some ω that maximizes the margin
between the optimal µ and the µ we got in the last iteration so that the gap between the computed
µ and µ(i) decreases with the number of iteration.
However, two challenges prevent us from the direct application of such an IRL algorithm to
the IMPC/IQP problem. First, the complimentary slackness prevents us from accurately estimate
the weights in the cost function if constraint is active. This can be seen from the analysis we just
made on KKT condition or the following example: the optimum of both problems is x = 1 despite
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Algorithm 2 Apprentice learning for inverse reinforcement learning.
1: Initialize with certain pi0
2: Iterate 3 to for i=1,2,. . .
3: Find a reward function such that the expert/teacher maximally outperforms all previously
found policy pi:
max γ
s.t. wTµ(pi∗) ≥ wTµ(i′)(pi) + γ, i′ = 1, 2, ...i− 1
||w||2 ≤ 1
4: Find optimal policy pii for the current guess of the reward function If γ is very small, exit the
algorithm.
the different weights in the cost functions.
Problem 1: minx∈R (x+ 1)2
s.t. x ≥ 1
Problem 2: minx∈R (x+ 2)2
s.t. x ≥ 1
and the second challenge is that we are not able to observe the whole output sequence over the
prediction horizon of an MPC, but only the first step of the sequence.
For the first challenge we filter the observed data before we apply it to the inverse process so
that we can minimize the influence of the complimentary slackness. For the second challenge we
do the following: we observe for N time steps and consider all the outputs in the filled rectangles
of Fig. 3.7 as the estimated MPC output sequence at t = 0. The filled rectangles in the figure
means the observation, or the first output of a TV’s MPC output sequence. However, this method
of resolving the second challenge could bring up another issue because it does not give us the
accurate solution of the MPC but just estimation. If we directly apply the observation and to a
similar process to the apprentice learning, the algorithm will become over-constraining and thus
infeasible due to the uncertainty of such a replacement. Being a variant of apprentice learning that
overcomes the above two challenges, the IMPC algorithm is proposed as Algorithm 3 and 4.
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Figure 3.7: TV’s MPC solution at each time step.
The IMPC Algorithm (Algorithm 3) works with the simulation/real time and explains how we
gather and filter observed data, and how we maintain the constraint pool that is used for Algorithm
4. The max margin algorithm (Algorithm 4) iterates the margin maximization process to finds the
weights that maximizes the sum of the margins between the observation and the estimated results
of all the inequalities in the constraint pool until convergence and returns the weights to Algorithm
3.
In Algorithm 3, Line 1 initialize the algorithm. Line 2 and line 3 observe the environment and
get the data needed for the whole prediction horizon of the MPC. To overcome the first challenge,
line 4 checks the activity of the constraints to make sure that the observation contains some infor-
mation for the accurate estimation of the weights. The less the number of the active constraints the
more the current observation is contributing to accurate estimation. Line 5 solves the MPC prob-
lem using the traffic information t − N ago as the initial condition and estimated weights as the
weights of the MPC cost function. Then the solution is used to compare with the observation and
get a new inequality for the constraint pool according to 6 and 7. Line 3 executes the max-margin
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Algorithm 3 The IMPC algorithm
1: Initialize w with w(0) = . let t=1, j=1
2: At time t, observe the target (target vehicle in our case) and get u∗(t)
3: If we have observed for at least N steps, go to 4. Else t=t+1 and go to 2
4: Test u∗(t−N), u∗(t−N+1), . . . , u∗(t) with the constraints. If all the constraints are inactive
for at least one step in the horizon, then go to 5. Else, t = t+ 1 and go to 2.
5: Using the traffic information at t−N as the initial condition and the currentw(i), we solve the
MPC problem and get uj .
6: Compare the output of 5 and the observation by substituting them into the cost function. Then
we get a new inequality wTµ∗j + γj ≤ wTµ(i)j , j = j + 1
7: Add the inequality to the constraint pool.
8: Using the constraint pool, estimate w with the max-margin algorithm, then t = t+ 1, go back
to 2
Algorithm 4 Max-margin algorithm
1: Initialize with i = 1
2: We solve the following problem to get the estimation of w(i)
maxw(i),γj
∑m
j=1 γj
s.t. wTµ∗j + γj ≤ wTµ(i
′)
j , for i
′ = 1, 2, ..., i and j = 1, 2, ...,m
||w(i)||2 = 1
w(i) ≥ 0
3: If
∑m
j=1 γj/m ≤ , return w(i) and go back to the high level of the algorithm
4: Else use w(i) to solve the MPC problem, get u(i)j , and compute µ
(i)
j with the following equa-
tion for every j. Let i = i+ 1, then go to 2 .
µ
(i)
j =
t∑
k=t−N
(u
(i)
j (k)− ur)2
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algorithm.
In Algorithm 4, line 2 solves the maximization problem for the current iteration and gets the
estimated value of the weights. Unlike apprentice learning (Algorithm 2), we assign a margin
variable λj to each of the inequality of the constraint pool instead of using one margin variable.
By doing so, the infeasibility issue of the second challenge is addressed. The equality constrain
||w||2 = 1 actually plays the exact same role as the inequality constraint ||w||2 ≤ 1 in Algorithm
2 due to the fact that the equal sign is always active in a maximization problem. Line 3 is the
convergence condition for the algorithm. Line 4 solves the MPC using the current weights and
gets µ(i)j needed for constructing the constraints.
3.5.2 A Conditional Proof of Convergence of Max-Margin Algorithm
A conditional proof of the convergence of max-margin algorithm is given in this section. We
assume MPC is unconstrained and we can observe the whole control sequence of the MPC. The
proof includes three steps.
1. Prove that (
∑
j γ
(i+1)
j )/(
∑
j γ
(i)
j ) < 1, which indicates the convergence of the optimization
process.
2. Prove the computed output µ(i) in the algorithm is now close to the observation µ∗.
3. We prove that if the weights we found, w(i), give us the solution µ(i) very close to the
observation µ∗ for multiple time steps (k, k + 1, k + 2, ...), then we know the weights we
estimated are close to the real one.
Step 1: First we define
µ∗j =
t∑
k=t−N
(u∗j(k)− ur)2
µ
(i)
j =
t∑
k=t−N
(u
(i)
j (k)− ur)2
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Then the actual MPC cost function that we are trying to estimate can be rewritten as
J = wµ∗j
We assume we have observed the target MPC for N + m − 1 steps. Then we get totally m
inequalities, which gives
wTµ∗j + γj ≤ wTµ(i)j , for i = 1, 2, 3... and j = 1, 2, 3...
We sum up j = 1, 2, 3.... and get
wT
m∑
j=1
µ∗j +
m∑
j=1
γj ≤ wT
m∑
j=1
µ
(i)
j
In [169], the authors already proved that for a specific θ∗, τ (i+1)j /τ
(i)
j converges at certain rate
between (0, 1) for the max-margin algorithm, with which our IMPC algorithm share the exactly
principle.
τ (i+1)/τ (i) ≤ 1
1 + |θ
∗|2
|θ(i+1)−θ∗|2
(3.46)
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where all the variables can be found in the similar maximization problem
max τ
s.t. ωT θ∗ ≤ ωθ(i) + τ
||ω||2 ≤ 1
We simply do the following substitution to (1).
τ = −
m∑
j=1
γj
θ∗ = −
m∑
j=1
µ∗j
θ(i) = −
m∑
j=1
µ
(i)
j
This gives
m∑
j=1
γ
(i+1)
j /
m∑
j=1
γ
(i)
j ≤
1
1 +
|∑mj=1 µ∗j |2
|∑mj=1 µ(i)j −∑mj=1 µ∗j |2
Step 2: We already know that
∑m
j=1 γ
(i)
j approaches zero as i grows and each γ is greater than
0, this means every γj is actually approaching 0. In other words,
wT (µ
(i)
j − µ∗j) = |w||µ(i)j − µ∗j | cos(α) ≤ 
where α is the angle between w and µ(i)j − µ∗j .
Since w is selected such that γj is maximum, α should not be close to pi. And we also know
that the norm of |w| = 1, which means |µ∗j − µ(i)j | approaches 0 as i grows, or
µ
(i)
j − µ∗j ≤ 
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Step 3: Remember that the cost function of MPC can be written as
J = wµ
And we also know that optimal µ∗j should satisfy the following due to its optimum nature.
wT (u∗j − ur) = 0
Thus given the fact that computed output µ(i)j using the estimated weight is close to the µ
∗
j , we
are able to write the following equation set
wTu
(i)
1 = ur ±
√

...
wTu
(i)
j = ur ±
√

As long as we have enough number of equations in the equation set that are linear independent,
we are able to determine unique weight w. In our case, the observation of the target MPC almost
always give linear-independent equations. Then we can say the step 8 of the IMPC algorithm
converges to a unique weight.
3.6 Simulations
In this section, we thoroughly validate the DGTMPC controller in four subsections. In the first
part, we show the performance of the IMPC algorithm. In the second and third part, we analyze
DGTMPC’s performance in guarding mode and overtaking mode repectively. In the last part, we
compare our controller’s performance with the level-k game theoretic controller [42] in various
aspects.
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Figure 3.8: Initial places of the vehicles in scenario I.
3.6.1 Validating IMPC’s Performacne
To validate IMPC’s estimation accuracy, we would first need to set up a suitable simulation
environment (Scenario I), where IMPC is used to estimate the weights of a traffic vehicle’s MPC
cost function assuming that vehicle is using MPC to control itself. In a two-lane highway driving
scenario as Fig. 3.8. The vehicles are numbered as the figure, where No. 10 (red) is the SV con-
trolled by DGTMPC, No.5 is an SRV controlled by HMPC defined as (3.9), all the other vehicles
are controlled by IDM. One important thing that we do here is that we put a hostile vehicle No.9
(black) in the traffic. This vehicle’s only mission is to make a sudden lane change in front of No. 5
to interrupt her steady state so that SV can gather enough information for IMPC process. If a TV
is always in steady state, then obviously SV would never be able to estimate TV’s MPC weights.
In the simulation, the initial places of all the vehicles are already shown in Fig. 3.8. Vehicles in
the upper lane have an initial speed of 20m/s and vehicles in the lower lane have an initial speed of
15m/s. All the vehicles have the same desired speed as their initial speed except SV and the hostile
vehicle, who desire for a speed of 20m/s. In this section, we will not show how SV behaves in such
a scenario but just focus on how well SV can estimate the MPC weights of TV (No.5). Remember
that No. 7 will do a sudden lane change to overtake No. 5, so the actual trajectory for each vehicle
during the estimation process can be shown in Fig. 3.9 and 3.10.
The estimation result of the IMPC algorithm in this scenario is given as Table 3.1. The left
three columns show the exact value of the weights in No.5’s MPC cost function. The right three
columns are the final estimation result of those weights. We can see that the estimation result is
indeed close to the actual value despite some errors. The estimation result can give us a rough idea
on the driving style of a driver and this information would be useful for the game formulation. In
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Figure 3.9: No.7 made a sudden lane change.
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Figure 3.10: No. 5 start to decelerate after No.7’s sudden lane switch.
addition to Table 3.1, we also include Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 here to show how the weights converges
to a certain value as simulation time goes. The actual values of the estimated weights are given
in the captions of each figure. We can identify the following facts form the figures. First, the
algorithm gives its first estimation 4s after 4s simulation starts because SV need to observe the TV
for the whole prediction horizon to get the complete output sequence of MPC. Second, from t=4s
to t=10s the algorithm was giving estimated values of the weights because the TV was adjusting
its headway at the beginning so she was not in steady state. However, TV’s behavior at that time
period was not informative enough due to the fact that the initial condition was close to the steady
state and the observation uncertainty mentioned in the second challenge. Therefore, the estimated
Table 3.1: Actual weights versus the weight estimation results of IMPC.
Qv Ru Rh Q˜v R˜u R˜h
0.09 0.95 0.29 0.14 0.89 0.44
0.11 0.53 0.84 0.11 0.55 0.83
0.58 0.58 0.58 0.6 0.5 0.62
0.8 0.53 0.27 0.83 0.46 0.32
0.85 0.17 0.51 0.8 0.29 0.52
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Figure 3.11: The estimation result of weights in No.5’s MPC, where its original weights are
Qv=0.8, Ru=0.54 Rh=0.27.
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Figure 3.12: The estimation result of weights in No.5’s MPC, where its original weights are
Qv=0.58, Ru=0.58 Rh=0.58.
value at that time was not accurate. However, after No.7 made the hostile lane change at about 6s,
the process of TV adjusting its headway and returning to steady state provides ample information
for good estimation of TV’s MPC weights.
3.6.2 Simulation of DGTMPC in Overtaking Mode
In this section, we study DGTMPC’s behavior against drivers of different driving style. Instead
of using one scenario to test both modes of DGTMPC, we test them in different scenarios. The
reason is that creating a scenario that is delicate enough to activate both modes of DGTMPC in
a short simulation time requires well-designed manipulation of traffic vehicles, which is not the
focus of our research and makes the simulation less straightforward to be understood.
To test overtaking mode of DGTMPC, we still use the same simulation environment as Section
3.6. Same as the previous section, all the vehicles are controlled by IDM except SV and No.5,
which are controlled by DGTMPC, and HMPC defined as (3.9). The initial conditions and desired
speed of all vehicles are exactly the same as those in the previous section. The coloring of each
vehicle is still the same and additionally we mark the real-time TV as green vehicle in the simula-
tion. We still put a hostile vehicle in the traffic to interrupt SV’s steady state for weight estimation
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purpose. Since the traffic in the upper lane is faster, this motivates the lane change intention of
SV and force the interaction between SV and vehicles in the upper lane. We will show two typical
cases in this scenario (Scenario I). In the first case, SV will interact with an aggressive driver and
in the second SV will interact with a cautious one.
3.6.2.1 Overtaking Mode, Case 1
To define No.5 as an aggressive driver, we designate a weight vector (Qv, Ru, Rh) of (0.2,0.98,0.1)
to No.5’s MPC cost function. Since this weight vector means that No.5 cares more about acceler-
ation minimization and velocity maintenance than a safe headway, we think it is ’aggressive’.
The simulation result of case 1 is given in Fig. 3.13 to Fig. 3.17 , where Fig. 3.13 is the
traffic when SV has the opportunity to interact with aggressive No.5, Fig. 3.15 is SV’s action at
every moment, Fig. 3.14 is both vehicle’s velocity profile in the simulation, Fig. 3.16 is the weight
estimation process of No.5. Fig. 3.17 is SV’s GCV scope at every moment of the simulation.
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Figure 3.13: When SV has the opportunity to interact with No.5, he choose to stay in the current
lane instead of doing lane change.
The simulation result in this case is quite straight forward. At about t=6s, the hostile vehicle
(No.9) made a sudden lane change and forced No.5 to slow down (Fig. 3.14). While No. 5 had to
adjust its headway and speed to regain its steady state, SV was able to observe No.5’s behavior and
estimate her MPC weights (Qv, Ru, Rh) as (0.67, 0.65, 0.35) during the process. During the whole
simulation, SV was looking at the vehicles in the upper lane one by one and had planed several
changes according to (Fig. 3.15). However, due to the fact that all other vehicles follow IDM and
do not respond to SV’s lane change intention. SV was not able to accomplish any lane change
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Figure 3.14: SV and No.5 velocity profile.
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Figure 3.15: SV’s lane change intention. 4s means SV does not want to change lane at all.
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Figure 3.16: Weight estimation of No.5’s MPC cost function.
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Figure 3.17: The GCV scope of DGTMPC.
before targeting No.5. The interaction process from t=12.5s to t=26s between SV and No.5 is a
Stackelberg differential game. After SV realized No.5’s high aggressiveness, SV did not attempt
any lane change at all (3.15). From the above analysis we can see that although the game theory
formulation did not help SV accomplish the lane change in this scenario, SV did play the right
strategy in the situation versus aggressive driver (No.5) at the beginning.
3.6.2.2 Overtaking Mode, Case 2
In this case, we define No.5 as a cautious driver and designate a weight vector (Qv, Ru, Rh)
of (0.19,0.19,0.96) to No.5’s MPC cost function. Same as case 1, the simulation results are given
from Fig. 3.18 to Fig. 3.23.
Same as the previous simulations, from t=6s to t=15s , the steady state of No.5 was interrupted
by No.7 and SV was able to estimate No.5’s weights as is shown in Fig.3.22. The process of
checking the gaps one by one was the same as case 1 until t=15s when SV was able to interact with
No.7 according to Fig. 3.23. The IMPC results of (Q˜v, R˜u, R˜h) = (0.17, 0, 0.97) indicated that
No.5 is a cautious driver so the by taking into this information into account, the DGTMPC was
planning a lane change starting from t=17s and SV finally merged into the upper lane traffic.
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Figure 3.18: When SV has the opportunity to interact with No.5, he choose to turn on the turning
light. And No.5 responds to SV’s intention by opening a large gap. Then SV initiates a lane
change.
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Figure 3.19: SV completes the lane change and merge into the traffic in the upper lane.
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Figure 3.20: SV and Ncyan vehicle velocity profile.
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Figure 3.21: SV’s lane change intention. 4s means SV does not want to change lane at all.
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Figure 3.22: Weight estimation of cyan vehicle’s MPC cost function.
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Figure 3.23: The GCV scope of DGTMPC.
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The estimation result of IMPC in this case does not seem satisfactory. Comparing the estima-
tion value (0.17, 0, 0.97) with the exact value (0.19,0.19,0.96) we can see that the IMPC algorithm
was not able to estimate the weight on acceleration. Here is our explanation. Remember that the
first challenge of the IMPC is that if the constraint is active we will never be able to estimate the
exact value of the weights. If we look at the acceleration profile of No.5, we can see that during the
observation period (t=6s to t=15s) the lower bound of the acceleration (−6m/s2) has been active
for a while, which did ’contaminate’ the information SV gathered during that period.
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Figure 3.24: The acceleration of No.5 in case 2 .
3.6.3 Simulation of DGTMPC in Guarding Mode
To test the controller’s performance in guarding mode, we need to set up another scenario as
Fig. 3.25. The red vehicle is SV and the cyan vehicle is a traffic vehicle that is going to overtake
SV. There is no hostile vehicle in the simulation. SV is controlled by DGTMPC, cyan vehicle
is controlled by a HMPC defined as (3.17). All the other vehicles are controlled by IDM. The
initial speed of vehicles in lower lane is 10m/s, that of vehicles in middle lane is 15m/s and that
of vehicles in upper lane is 20m/s. All the vehicles have the same desired speed as their initial
speed except the cyan vehicle. This motivates the cyan vehicle to enter the upper lane. In this
scenario, we did not use hostile vehicle because we provide SV an opportunity to identify cyan
vehicle’s driving style when the latter enters the middle lane from the bottom lane. To simplify
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things, we force cyan vehicle to overtake No.6 when she is in the lower lane and force her to
overtake SV when she is in the middle lane, which means the only task of cyan vehicle’s HMPC is
to overtake a certain vehicle if that gives cyan more benefits. Same as above, we verify DGTMPC’s
performance against an aggressive driver ((Qv, Ru, Rh) = (0.99, 0.13, 0.13)) and a cautious driver
((Qv, Ru, Rh) = (0.13, 0.13, 0.99)) respectively.
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Figure 3.25: Vehicle initial positions in case 1.
3.6.3.1 Guarding Mode, Case 1
case 1 The initial positions of the vehicles are exactly the same as Fig. 3.25. The simulation
results of case 1 are given in Fig. 3.26 to Fig. 3.30. Fig. 3.26 and Fig. 3.27 show the first and
second lane change of cyan vehicle in the simulation respectively. Fig. 3.28 show both vehicles’
velocity. Fig. 3.28 is cyan vehicle’s lane change planning, which is a part of her strategy in the
game. Fig. 3.30 is SV’s estimation of cyan vehicle’s MPC weights.
At the beginning, we put cyan in the lower lane where traffic the slow. Since cyan has a
desired speed of 20m/s, she changed lane to the adjacent lane, where traffic is faster, at about t=7s.
By observing cyan’s lane change process, SV was able to identify SV’s driving style as aggressive
(Q˜v, R˜u, R˜h) = (0.35, 0, 0.93) at t=12s according to Fig. 3.30. After entering the middle lane, cyan
saw the even faster traffic in the upper lane and began to seeking opportunity to enter that lane.
The fact that we set all the other vehicles as irresponsive to cyan forced the interaction between
SV and cyan. When SV is close to the TV at t=13s, interaction begin. Having learned that cyan’s
high aggressiveness, SV choose to yield to cyan (Fig. 3.28) and gave her enough space to start the
lane change at t=18s according to Fig. 3.27 and 3.29. Actually, according to the mechanism of the
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Stackelberg differential game, SV knew that even if SV did not yield, cyan would still make an
aggressive lane change, leading to a dangerous situation, which neither of the vehicles wanted.
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Figure 3.26: First lane change of cyan vehicle.
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Figure 3.27: Second lane change of cyan vehicle.
In addition, looking at Fig. 3.30, we may see the estimation result did not fit the actual value
that we give at the beginning of this section. This is mainly due to the short observation time
of cyan’s behavior during the lane change. However, this still helped SV make good judgment
of cyan’s driving preference as well as the right decision against the aggressive driver during the
interaction.
3.6.3.2 Guarding Mode, Case 2
In case 2 , we use a slightly different initial position for all the vehicles as Fig. 3.31. The MPC
weights of the cyan vehicle are set to (Qv, Ru, Rh) = (0.13, 0.13, 0.99). All the other settings
are exactly the same as case 1. The reason for a different initialization is that the careful-selected
initial positions motivates the cyan vehicle to switch lane from the lower one to the middle one,
from which DGTMPC would be able to estimate the weights of cyan.
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Figure 3.28: SV and cyan vehicle’s velocity profile.
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Figure 3.29: TV’s lane change planning in the simulation.
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Figure 3.30: Estimation result of cyan vehicle’s MPC weight
The simulation results are given from Fig. 3.32 to Fig. 3.37. Fig. 3.32 depicts the first lane
change of cyan from lower lane to middle one. Fig. 3.33 shows the interaction process between
SV and cyan. In Fig. 3.33 cyan finally merged into the upper lane by tugging behind SV. Fig. 3.35
are two players’ velocity. Fig. 3.36 shows TV’s lane change planning.
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Figure 3.31: Vehicle initial positions in case 2
.
Same as previous scenarios, cyan accomplished a lane change at the beginning of the simulation
for pursuit of higher speed as Fig. 3.32. SV was able to well identify TV’s driving style as cautious
after observing the whole process of cyan’s lane change: the IMPC algorihtm gave an estimation
of (Q˜v, R˜u, R˜h) = (0.05, 0.1, 0.98). After cyan successfully merged into the middle lane traffic,
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Figure 3.32: Cyan vehicle made the first lane change
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Figure 3.33: Cyan vehicle interacts with SV and choose not to overtake SV
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Figure 3.34: Cyan vehicle changed lane after SV.
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Figure 3.35: Two vehicles’ velocity in the simulation.
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Figure 3.36: TV’s lane change planning in the simulation.
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Figure 3.37: Estimation result of cyan vehicle’s MPC weight
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her interaction with SV was forced by setting all the other vehicles to a fixed IDM model that does
not respond to cyan’s behavior in adjacent lane. Having learned cyan’s low aggressiveness, he
chose not to yield because the low aggressiveness meant cyan did not dare to overtake SV at all,
if SV did not show any intention of yielding. Then cyan finished her lane change by letting every
vehicle in the upper lane pass by. Similar to the IMPC result in case 1, IMPC did not give a result
accurate enough in case 2 due to the same reason. However, the result still gave SV some idea of
SV’s aggressiveness, which made SV determine to secure his position advantage in the simulation
facing cyan.
3.6.4 Comparing DGTMPC with Level-k Controller
Comparison helps us understand how good a new idea is comparing to existing ones, so we
provide a complete comparison between the DGTMPC and the level-k game theoretic controller
of [42] in this section.
The following reasons are given for choosing the level-k controller as the reference. First, same
as DGTMPC, the level-k model is among the few AV controllers that are based on non-cooperative
game. Second, the Stackeberg game of DGTMPC is actually a special case of level-k thinking, on
which the level-k controller is based. Third, both controllers are built in non-connected situation.
Fourth, although DGTMPC is an based on MPC and level-k is based on reinforcement learning,
such comparison could actually help us identify the feature of each approach, and thus reveals of
the fundamental principle of each approaches. More details of the level-k controller and Jaakkola
reinforcement learning can be found in [42] and [174].
In this comparison, we did not completely replicate the original level-k set-up but made some
modification accordingly so as to achieve a fair comparison. We define the following observation
space for the level-k controller:
1. Longitudinal distance between the Left lane front car and SV, quantified as “close” (distance
≤ 21 m), “nominal” (21 m < distance ≤ 42 m ) or “far” (distance > 42 m );
2. Longitudinal distance between the Left lane rear car and SV quantified as “close”, “nominal”
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or “far”;
3. Longitudinal distance between current lane front car and SV quantified as “close”, “nominal”
or “far”;
4. Longitudinal distance between right lane front car and SV quantified as “close”, “nominal”
or “far”;
5. Longitudinal distance between right lane rear car and SV quantified as “close”, “nominal”
or “far”;
6. Relative speed between left lane front car, quantified as “faster,” (relative speed ≤ 2m/s2),
“stable” (−2m/s2 ≤ relative speed ≤ 2m/s2) or “slower” ( relative speed ≥ 2m/s2)
7. Relative speed between left lane rear car relative speed, quantified as “faster,”, “stable” or
“slower”
8. Relative speed between current lane front car relative speed, quantified as “faster,”, “stable”
or “slower”
9. Relative speed between right lane front relative speed, quantified as “faster,”, “stable” or
“slower”
10. Relative speed between right lane rear relative speed, quantified as “faster,”, “stable” or
“slower”
11. SV lane
The action space of the controller is refined comparing to the original paper as different longitu-
dinal acceleration {0,±1,±2,±3,±4} and lane change to left lane or right lane. Such refinement
gives the level-k controller a wider range of actions to choose from comparing to the original setup.
Instead of the original linear formulation, the reward function is a mimic of the MPC cost function
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as follows:
Rlevel−k = −(QvL|vL(k)− vdes|2 +RuL|uL(k)|2 +RhL|hL(k)|2)−Ree (3.47)
where Re is a huge positive number, e is 1 if constraint is violated, 0 otherwise. The constraint
is exactly the same as the original paper. We rewrite the reward function because we think the
comparison would be more meaningful if the two approaches have similar criterion in decision-
making. Same as [42], we use random traffics to train our level-k controller. The average reward
of the learning process converges after about 50000 training episodes.
To achieve a fair comparison, we test DGTMPC and level-1 controller in the same random en-
vironments. We choose level-1 controller instead of level-0 or level-2 controller as our competitor
because Stackelberg game is actually a typical example of level-1 thinking. The setup of the envi-
ronment is a mimic of that in [42]. The environment is generated in a Monte Carlo way and all the
surrounding vehicles are level-0 vehicles. The level-0 controller is a rule based controller and is
given as 3.48. We use the following rules to generate the initial traffic. We put 20 cars randomly in
a three lane highway. The initial longitudinal positions of the cars follow a uniform distribution on
[-100m, 200m]. Their initial longitudinal velocity also follow the uniform distribution on [16m/s,
25m/s]. The initial lane of each car is randomly assigned. The desired speed of both DGTMPC
and level-k controller are set at 20.5m/s.
ulevel−0 =

−2m/s2, if the car in front is nominal and approaching or is close and stable
∆x(k)/∆xlim, if the car in front is close and approaching
−4m/s2, otherwise.
(3.48)
Totally 100 different scenarios are generated for both controllers. We run the simulation of
each scenario for 30 seconds then look at the number of collisions and the average velocity for
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Figure 3.38: The average speed in each scenario of each controller.
both controllers as criterion. Both controller achieved zero collision in the 100 simulations. The
average of the average speed of DGTMPC in the 100 scenarios is 15.9m/s while that of level-1
controller is 17.4m/s. The specific average speed of each scenario given in Fig. 3.38. The results
show that both controller is safe enough in terms of collision avoidance, but DGTMPC can achieve
comparatively higher travel efficiency comparing to level-1 controller.
We provide the following explanation for the performance gap. To generate the policy of level-1
controller or any other RL-based controller, we need to first discretize the observation/state space.
Such discretization process brings uncertainty into the problem, because after the discretization
there could be infinite number of scenarios that maps to the same message. Therefore the level-1
controller has to be conservative enough to guarantee no collision for any specific scenario that
maps to the same message. And that is the reason why the level-1 controller has lower traveling
efficiency than DGTMPC . The follow example supports the above statement. It belongs to one
of the 100 scenario. Fig. 3.39 shows DGTMPC’s decision under that scenario and Fig. 3.40 is
that of level-1 controller. While DGTMPC dare to get through a small gap between a blue vehicle
in the top lane and the vehicle in front of him, but the level-1 controller gave up that lane change
opportunity and choose to tug behind the vehicle in the lower lane.
We summarize the features of two controllers here. The two controllers share the following
common features.
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Figure 3.39: DGTMPC’s decision under a specific scenario.
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Figure 3.40: Level-1 controller’s decision under a specific scenario.
• Both controllers are function-based approach. DGTMPC is minimizing the cost function
and level-1 controller is maximizing the reward function.
• Both controllers are built on the leader-follower relationship assumption of game theory.
The DGTMPC owns the following unique features.
• States and actions are continuous, so the traveling efficiency of the controlled vehicle is
higher.
• Parameters of DGTMPC can be easily adjusted on-line.
• The DGTMPC models the traffic as many one-leader-one-follower games
• IMPC algorithm identifies the driving style of traffic vehicle and the DGTMPC can take
advantage of that information and design corresponding strategy.
The DGTMPC has the following drawbacks.
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• The DGTMPC has to be solved on line.
• The cost functions of two players should be convex.
The level-1 controller owns unique features.
• The formulation of reward function is flexible, it does not need to be convex at all.
• As long as it is trained, it is very fast.
• The Jaakkola RL can be considered as an infinite horizon optimization problem.
• The level-1 controller models the traffic as a one-leader-n-follower game.
The level-1 controller has the following drawbacks.
• The controller needs to be robust enough to deal with the uncertainty occurred during the
discretization process.
• If any setting of the controller is modified, it needs retraining.
• The training effort grows exponentially with number of states and number of actions.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we propose a Stackelberg differential game based model predictive controller
for autonomous driving. This piece of work mainly has two contributions, modeling the high way
lane change scenario as two-player Stackelberg differential game and the inverse model predictive
control algorithm.
In the Stackelberg differential game, both players actually MPC controllers so that they each
can play an action at each step over the prediction horizon. The To solve the Stackelberg differen-
tial game, we propose the problem as a bi-level MPC problem. Then it is converted to a single-level
problem and is solved with the branch and bound algorithm.
The IMPC algorithm is used to estimate the MPC weights of on-road vehicles on line. The ob-
servability of the full solution sequence of MPC and the active constraints are two challenges for
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IMPC. The first challenge is overcome by replacing the solution sequence with estimated obser-
vation over a period. The second challenge is overcome by assigning one margin variable to each
constraints of the apprentice learning problem instead of one. Simulation shows that the algorithm
can well estimate the unknown weights of the MPC of traffic vehicles.
The whole controller is validated in two ways. First it is tested in a discretionary lane change
scenario against a cautious driver and an aggressive driver. Simulation results showed that DGTMPC
can make corresponding strategy based on the observed driving style of surrounding vehicles. Sec-
ond DGTMPC is compared with level-1 controller in random generated scenarios. Comparison
showed that the DGTMPC can achieve higher average traveling speed while guarantee zero colli-
sions in random traffics.
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4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, two game theoretic model predictive controller were developed for autonomous
highway driving.
In the first part, a game theoretic four-stage model predictive controller is proposed. The hier-
archical controller includes a high-level controller and a lower level one. The high-level controller
models the lane change scenario as a Stackelberg game between subject vehicle (SV) and a tar-
get vehicle. The solution of the game becomes the reference for the lower-level controller who
controls SV both longitudinally and laterally. The controller was fully validated in simulation and
human-in-the-loop simulation and showed decent performance against human drivers.
In the second part, a differential Stackelberg game controller was developed along with an in-
verse model predictive control algorithm. Rather than the Stackelberg table game in the first part,
the differential game defines the action space of both players in a continuous way over the predic-
tion horizon so that both players can play an action at each step of the duration of the game. A
branch and bound algorithm is utilized to solve the Stackelberg differential lane change game. Be-
sides, an inverse MPC (IMPC) algorithm is proposed to estimate driver’s driving preference, which
is used in the differential game to set up the MPC cost function of a target vehicle. Simulations
showed that the controller can interact with programmed vehicles intelligently and comparison
with a level-1 game theoretic controller indicated its high safety level and better performance.
In summary, two methods based on game theory and model predictive controller have been
presented. The hierarchical nature of the controller gives the methods high flexibility. The high-
level of the controller is basally a decision maker and the low-level controller achieves the goal of
the high level and control the vehicle’s specific motion. Therefore, either part can be replaced by
an equivalent approach. In addition, the brand and bound algorithm and the inverse MPC algorihtm
can be applied to any other engineering problem of the same type.
Following the direction of this research, many future works can be done. First, the inverse MPC
is proved in a conditional case in the dissertation. A strict proof of its convergence can be further
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explored. Second, in the simulations, we assume the vehicles have full knowledge of the current
state of each vehicle in the traffic. The controllers’ robustness can be further studied if the sensor
information is imperfect. Third, one drawback of the Stackelberg game model is the Stackeberg
assumption: the leader can manipulate the follower. In reality, the roles of each player in the game
depends. A reasonable approach to determine each player’s role in the game would be needed to
justify the Stackelberg game model.
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